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PREFACE

When the California Legislature asked the California Postsecondary Education
Commission to continue and extend its April 1982 study of student charges,
-student financial aid, and access to postsecondary education, the Commisr
sion's staff beg'ail by preparing three working papers on the topics of par-
ticular concern to the Legislature as gtated in Supplemental Language to the
1982-83 Budget Act, reproduced on the back cover. In revised form, these
three papers comprise this supplement to the Commission's December 1982
report, Student Charges, Student Financial Aid, and Access to Postsecondary
Education: A Continuing Dialogue (Commission Report73T-71n0. The staff then
developed a number of options and alternatives for rec6mmendations in the
areas under study which are.described below. In consultation with segmental
and State agency fiscal staff, the staff also made refinements in the cal-
culation of the base for setting and adjusting fee levels proposed in the
April report and adopted by the Legislature'in Supplemental Language to the
1982-83 Budget Act. An expanded discussion of the elements included in this
;calculation of the base will be published as a separate technical supplement
to the Commission's December,report.

SCOPE OF QTHE BACKGROUND PAPERS

The major issues examined in the Commission's December report were (1) the
appropriate uses of student fee revenues; (2) differential fee levels for
graduate students--previously discussed by the Commission in its April
response to Assembly Concurrent Resolution 81; and (3) the future of State
student aid programs in the context of changing public sector fees and the
potential for reduced federal student aid funding.

The papers in the present volume address each of these issues in turn. The
first examines existing policies regarding the use of student fee revenues
and traces the evolution of these policies since 1960 and the implementation
of the Master Plan for higher'education in California. It compares State
and segmental policies regarding the uses of student fee revenues to state
and institutional policies and practices elsewhere. It also compares exist-
ing segmental policies within California and on pp. 26-33 provides a tax-
onomy of University, State University, and Community College charges and
their uses. Finally, it compares available funding over time for insti-
tutional activities which are supported by student fees and those which are
not.

The second paper offers background on the structure of major federal, 'State,

and institutional student aid programs. It traces funding for federal and
State student financial aid programs since their inception, describes recent
proposals to reduce the growth of federal financial aid programs, and dis-
cusses the implications of various proposals for California student finan-

cial aid recipients.



The third paper desCribes a number of approaches for setting fees for grad-
-

uate students and discusses the ad antages and disadvantages of each of

them. It'includes a comparison of h w undergraduate and graduate students
finance their education, and concl d s by discussing borrowing by graduate
students and the different nature f their indebtedness in different aca-

demic and professional fields.

OPTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

As part of the consultation process used in the preparation of the December

report, the Commission staff developed a number of possible recommendations

regarding the use of student fee revenues, student financial aid, and post-
baccalaureate student charges. For each of these options, the staff de-
scribed a number of implications for the State, the segments, and students.
The ACR 81 Advisory CommittO then reviewed and commented on this staff
paper, and the revised options and implications in each of the three major

areas are summarized below.

Use of Student Fee Revenues

In examining alternatives to existing practices regarding the use of student

fee revenues, the Commission staff suggested five options which ranged from

essentially categorical application of student fee revenues to unrestricted
use of student fee revenues:

1. State policy should precisely define those categories of student ser-
vices for which general student fees can be expended, and these cate-
gories should be the same for all public segments.

2. State policy should precity define the categories of student services
and student access activities (such as outreach, financial aid, Edu-

cational Opportunity Programs, and student affirmative action) for which
general student fees can be expended, and these categories should be the

same for all public segments.

3. State policy should maintain the current use of student fee revenues in
which the types and level of student support for student services vary
among the segments as described in the bpckground paper for Phase II of

the ACR 81 study on 'Use of Student Fee Revenues in California Higher
Education."

4. State policy should allow the use of student fee revenues for support of

student services, instruction and related costs, but dot for research,
public services, or independent operations.

5. State policy should.allow the use of student fee revenues for the full

range of institutional activities currently supported by State General

Funds or student fee revenues.
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Although the staff listed only five specific options along this continuum,
it became clear that almost infinite alternatives within the range of these
options could be described, and each possible alternative,could in turn,be
varied by allowing different definitions for each segment or requiring
common,definitions for all three segments. Each of .these reflect different
State policy options regarding the use-of the revenues in response to the
Commission's legislative charge.

In the prodess of developing these alternatives, Commission staff found it
difficult-to separate policies regarding the use of fee revenues from prac-
tices in the budget process for accounting for fee revenues, and so it also
included four fiscal management options. These options had implications for
,State and segmental budgeting and accounting procedures far beyond the scope
of the Commission's study, and after further consideration and with the
counsel of the ACR 81 Advisory Committee, Commrssion staff limited its
subsequent efforts to assessment of the use of fee policy options.

Postbaccalaureate Charges
0

In examining alternative responses to the Legislature's charge that the
Commission develop recommendations for the establishment of further charges
for postbaccalaureate students, Commission staff identified four separate
options:

1. Postbaccalaureate students in the University and State University should
be charged the-same fees at undergraduates in the'sathe segment.

2. Current student charges practices should be continued.

3. A postbaccalaureate differential should be set in both segments'with
graduate and professional students charged a specified percentage above
undergraduate students in the same segment.

4. Existing student charges practices for most graduate students in the
University and State University should be continued, but higher fees
should be charged for certain high-cost and high-return graduate and
professional degree programs.

Student Financial Aid

Unlike the options for use of fees and postbaccalaureate fee levels, which
were mutually exclusive options, the Commission staff identified a number of
elements with respect to student financial aid. Any combination of these
elements cbuld be incorporated into the Commission's recommendations.

1. The State should assume responsibility for funding aid for undergraduate
and graduate students in all three public postsecondary education seg-
ments.

2. The State should fund a certain number or percent of fee waivers to be
awarded by segments to students who demonstrate financial need.
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3. The State should increase General Fund appropriations far student finan-

cial aid to offset the effects of reduced lederal funding for need-bdsed

student financial aid in the 1982-83 and 1983-84 academic years.

4. The State should provide financial aid augmentations to the segments to

offset fee'increases in the public segments for students who demonstrate

financial need, while Maintaining other State-funded student financial

aid including.the Student Aid Commission, EOP, and EOPS programs at

appropriate.levels.

5. The State should provide funding for financial aid to the Student Aid

Commission and the segments based on practices in effect for the 1982-83

fiscal year.

6. State appropriations for student financial aid should be allocated on

the basis of a guaranteed share of available appropriations to segments
or institutions for packaging and distribution to students.

7. In the near term, the State should provide sufficient aid to offset fee

increases for students with financial need with a combination of augmen-
tations to the Student Aid Commission and the segments. At the same

time, a new structure for funding and administering student aid should

be developed to assure the,effective and equitable use of State student

aid funds in the context of changes in federal aid and in fees charged

by the public segments.

Discussion with the ACR 81 Advisory Committee made it clear that State

policy priorities for student aid and the organization and administration of

student aid programs are so interrelated as to make conceptual elements such

as those presented by the staff difficult to assess adequately. A°further

limitation of the elements related to student financial aid was the lack of

information regarding potential funding needs. Since the level of aid
necessary to implement any final set of recommendations would have to be
estimated according to the actual set of elements incorporated into a single

proposal, no estimates of costs were included.

The discussion of options described above, aldng with the three working

papers included in this volume, provided the backdrop for the discussions
leading to the Commission's response in Phase II of its ACR 81 study. The
Commission hopes that they, along with the materials prepared for the first
phase of the ACR 81 response, will-provide a useful context for readers of

both the April and December reports--Student Charges, Student Tinancial

Aid, and Access to Postsecondary Education, and Student Charges,-Student
Financial Aid, and Access to Postsecondary Education: A Continuing Dia-

logue:



USE OF STUDENT FEE REVENUES
IN CALIFORNIA PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

Assembly Concurrent Resolut 81 (Hart, 1982) 'required that by May,

1, 1982, the California Post econdary Education Commission review,
and make recommendations on "which costs of university operations
are appropriately borne by students, and ;he proportion of expendi-
ture for these operations that should be financed by student charges."
Within.the time constraints of ACR 81, however, the Commission was
unable to determine by May,1 "the appropriateness of all the many
specific uses of these charges or tfie appropriate proportion of
costs that should be financed by the students" (1982, p, 33). Thus,

the Commission resolved to continue its review of current fee
policies and use of fee revenues and to make recommendations for
State policy by December 1.

As part of the 1982-83 Budget, the Legislature then adopted Supple-
ment Budget Language directing the Commission to conduct and submit
to theLegislature by December 1: -

a study of the impact of student charges on public post-
secondary education, including recomAendations for State
policy on issues regarding: (i) the activities that
shall be funded with revenues from student charges, (b)
the impact that student charges at one segment have on
other segments, -(c) the appropriate level of student
charges for each segment, (d) the level of additional
financial aid required to maintain student access at
various levels of student charges, and (e) additional
issues recommended for further study from the ACR 81
study conducted pursuant to Resolution Chapter 23, Statutes
of 1982 (Item 6420-001-001, subitem 1).

This paper presents information about curKent fee policies and the
use -of fee revenues as background for these recommendations. Its

three sections seek to answer three major questions:

What is current State policy regarding student fees and their
use?

What types of student fees do California's public colleges and
universities charge, and how are revenues from these fees used?

_What is the role of student fee revenues in financing public
higher education in California?



STATE POLICY REGARDING
STUDENT FEES AND THEIR USES

State policy regarding the support of public higher education in
California has a long history. The principle that California
residents should not pay "tuition"--that is, charges to support
instruction--was established in the "Organic Statutes" that created
the Uniyersityof California ill 1867:

For the time being, an admission fee and rates of tuition,
such as the Board 4,Regents shall deem expedient, may be
required of each pupil, except as herein otherwise pro-
vided; and as soon as the income of the University shall
permit, admission and tuition shall be free to all resi-
dents of the State (Statutes of California, 1868, p.

254).

In 1960, the Survey Team for the Master Plan foi Hifher Education
reaffirmed this principle but stated that "studentb should assume
greater responsibility for financing their education by paying fees

sufficient to cover operating costs not directly related to instruc-
tion" (Master Plan Survey Team, 1960, p. 173). The team identified

two kinds of studentSfees:

Costs for the operation of "ancillary" services such as,housing,
food, and parking, which should be entirely self-supporting by
their users; and

Costs for services "associated with the educatiqnal program"
such as health services, intercollegiate athletics, counseling,
and student activities. These should be supported by all stu-

dents.

The State's policy has been to provide major support for the public
segments in the areas of instruction and related academic support,
administration, .and plant operation and maintenance.

During the 1960s, most "ancillaw" services were self-suOporting in
all three public segments of highgr education. Only the four-year
segMents, however,.levied mandatory charges for "associated" sex.=

vices, using small'portions of-those charges to support certain
costs related to instruction. Generally no charges exist at the
Community Colleges for any )put ancillary services for students
enrolled in State-supported courses. Primarily because of the
different finance pattern characteristid of the Community Colleges,
State policy in this area remained essentially uachanged.
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Recently, all publicly supported agencies and institutions have had
to cope with tight budgets. In the University and the State Univer-
sity, budget reductions have been imposed with the expectation they
would be offset by ad hoc increases.in student fees. As part of
Supplemental Language to the 1982-83 Budget Act, the Legislature
'recognized that the unpredictable nature of such annual and even
mid-year fee increases is poor State policy, and has resolved that
fee increases in the future should be "gradual, moderate, and
predictable" (Item 6440-001-001, subitem 11, and Item 6610-001-004
subitem.10).

State policy regarding the uSe of fees varies among the segments of
public higher education. For the University of California, student
fees are income to the institution and are not subject to direct
legislative intervention. At.the State University, however, revenues
from student fees are not income to the-institution but go instead
to the State as reimbursements. The California Caimunity Colleges
remain "free" in that they charge no mandatory general fee for all--
students. This reflects the State's commitment to the "open door"
policy of the ,Community Colleges. However, the Legislature has
authorized the Community Colleges to charge certain fees for 19
specific and largely ancillary services, at the discretion of local
Community College Board of Trustees. ReVenues from these.fees are
retained by the districts for support of these specific services.

In recent years, State policy of using fee increases at the Univer-
sity and State University to offset reductions in their General
Fund support has led to" chAnges in the use of their student fee
revenues and questions aboiltOtate support for some Community .

College courses. 'The implicatiOns of these changes and questions
require attention if a consistent State policy on setting and using
student fees is to be established. Such a policy will not only
facilitate plannin)kby students and institutions but will also aid
the State in making decisions regarding levels of fees and financial
aid and will assure continuation Of stIdent access to and educa-
tional,excellence in California public higher education. *!

CURRENT FEES AND THEIR USES .

Student charges .at California's public colleges and universities
can be divided into at least six categories: (1) tuition, (2)

student service fees, (3) student government and association fees,-"
(4) facilities fees, (5) auxiliary enterprises fees, and (6) miscel-

laneous user fees. State policy and practice regarding tuition are
similar adong all three segments and are explained on an interseg-



mental basis below. The other fees differ so greatly among seg-
ments, however,,that they are subsequently discussed segment by

segment.

Tuition

The 1960 Master Plan for Higher Education in California explicitly
established the principle that public higher education institutions
shall be tuition free to all residents of the State. In the Master

Plan, tuition is defined generally'. as teaching expense which is
defined as follows:

Teaching expense is defined to include the cost of the
salaries of instructors involved in teaching for the
proportion of their time which is concerned with instruc-
tion, plus the clerical salaries, supplies, equipment,
and organized activities related to teaching .(Master Plan
Survey Team, 1960, p. 174).

Under this definition, use of charges for the cost of instructors'

salaries would constitute tuition. However, the classification of

charges used to support "salaries, supplies, equipment, and organ-
ized activities related to teaching" as tuition is the subject of

considerable debate. At the State University, for example, the
definition of tuition was recently changed to include support for

two.,instructional budget categories--Instruction, and Academic
Support--that are enrollment based. But officials at the University

of California define tuition differently; there, tuition is any

charge for other than specified student services--that is, those
student services currently supported by student fees plus Student

Affirmative Action, Disabled Student Services, and the Office of

Admissions and Registrar. (The costs of the Offices of Admissiohs

and Registrar were formerly included among the costs which would
constitute tuition.) Meanwhil9, at the Community Colleges tuition
is considered to be any general student fee which is mandatory, not
permissive, and which can be applied toward general institutional
support.

None of the three public segments in California.currently charges

tuition, as defined by that segment, of students,who are State

residents. California. policy has been to use student fee revenues
for purposes complementary to,, but not a part of, the instructional

program. Thus, although students at public four-year institutions
are charged fees which help pay for a portion of the costs of
student services) their fees do not help fund instruction.

Both the University and the State University charge tuition, how-

ever, for nonresident or out-of-state students, although it may be



waived for some graduate students as a form of financial aid. The

level of these charges is based on the instruction-related c6st per
student, and the revenue is a reimbursement to the State from the
universities. Nonresident tuition at the University was $2,880 for
the 1981-82 academic year and $3,150 for 1983*83; at the State
University, the nonresident tuition charge wae $2,835 in 1981-82
and $3,150 in 1982-83. Total estimated revenue for 1981-82 from
nonresident tuition at the University was $30,840,000 and at the
State. University was $29,937,000. In addition to paying tuition,
nonresident students in botiLsegments are charged the same fees as
resident students.

The Community Colleges also chaige out-of-state residents tuition,
the amount of which varies- from district to district in a range
from $39 to $96 per semester unit in 1982-83. Total nonresident
tuition revenue for the Community Colleges in 1981-82 was $29,152,691.
The Community Colleges are prohibited from reporting nonresidents:
attendance for purposes of generating State General Fund support.

Several long-standing exceptions exist to California's "no tuition"
tradition for residents.

First, this tradition applies only to "regular" -resiaent students
and not to tbose enrolled in extension courses, who are expected
to pay full costs in the University and the State University.,

Second, the State does not support summer session instruction in
the four-year segments except for regular summer session instruc-
tion at the, four campuses gf the State University (Hayward, Los
Angeles, Pomona, and San Luis Obispo) with year-round academic
calenders. Summer extension courses at these four campuses are
self-supporting.

Third, even in the Community Colleges, where few distinctions
about the "regular" status of students exist, the State does not
support all offerings. Certain activities, called "community
services," do not receive State support because they do not meet
State requirements for support, either because they are courses
taught by noncredentialed faculty or have not been approved by
the Community College Chancellor's Office. The 1982-83 Budget
Act also reduced State support for some avocational, recre-
ational, and personal development courses, both credit or non-
credit, to be identified by the Board of Governors:with the
expectation that the Community Colleges would charge students
their cost.

California's policy regarding tuition for State resiaents differs
in all three segments from that of similar institutions in other



states. The experience of other states need not be taken as.prece-
dent for California, but their practices regarding student fees

highlight California's distinctive policies. The comparison insti-

tutions used for faculty salary comparisons share many features

with the California institutions and thus provide,a better compara-

tive basis for student fee purposes than would any sort of national

average. Among the four public universities in other states that

the Commission uses in its annual faculty salary report for salary

comparisons with the University of California, all four charge both

resid nt and nonresidenttuition. Among the 18 comparison institu-

tionajr the State University, ten charge their state residents

tui n while the other eight use the revenues from student fees

either directly'for instruction or inairectly for it thrputh their

general operating budget. And among 13 states with major community
college netWorks--Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Virginia, Washington, and

Wisconsin--all 13 either charge their community college students
tuition or a fee that helps support the colleges' general operating

budgets and, thus, instruction.

Student Fees at the University of California

"the California Constitution established the University of California

as "a public trust" and provides its Regents with full governance

authority. The University receives State fgnding through a line
item in the State's Budget Act which categorizes its activities

into 13 program classifications including instruction, research,

teaching hospitals,IStudent services, plant operations and mainten-

ance, and auxiliary enterprises and organizations. This budgetary

mechanism of program classifications facilitates identification and

control of "program budgets" for those activities identified by the

Master Plan Team.

As part of their governaae powets, the Regents have sole authority

to establish and set the level of student fees. In practice, the

Regents have adhered to the Master Plan's provisions regarding
fees. Student fee revenues are income for the University and
technically are not subject to direct legislative intervention.
However, the Legislature can exert substantial influence and has

recently. imposed "unspecified reductions" in appropriations with
the assumidtion that a portion of these reductions would be offset
by increases in student fees. The Regents have increased student

fees in 1981-82 and 1982-83 to partially offset certain budget

reductions.

The University presently charges students a Registration Fee, an
Educational Fee, and a variety of student government and activity

fees.



Registration Fee: The Registration Fee is the traditional Univer-
sity fee assessed of all students and relates to the Master Plan
guidelines of charging students for services associated with their
educational program. According to policies adopted by the Regents,
income from the Registration Fee "shall continue to be used for
services, other than financial aid, which benefit the student and
which are complementary to, but not a part of, the instructional
program." A portion of the Registration Fee supported the cost of
administering the University's financial aid programs until 1977-78,
when the Regents decided to suPport financial aid administration
from Educational Fee income. Until 1978-79, a small portion of the
Registration Fee income was also spent on instruction and depart-
mental research laboratory costs, but at that time these activities
were shifted to General Fund support. While the Regents establish
the maximum level for the Registration Fee, campuses have some
flexibility in determining the actual level of this fee and the
specific activities funded by its revenues; these activities include
arts and lectures, intercoljegiate athletics, recreational programs,
health services, and capital improvements which provide extracur-
ricular benefits to students. On most campuses, students and
faculty serve on Registration Fee advisory committees which review
the expenditure of revenues from this fee and advise the Chancellors
on future allocation.

Table 1 summarizes,Registeation Fee revenues and expenditures for
basic student services for the past four years. Registration Fee
revenues have supported a fairly consistent proportion of basic
student services costs during these years. Further, the aEtivities
supported by these revenues have been relatively unchanged over
this period. However, the rate of Registration Fee increases'have
been slightly below the rate of increase in"student services expen-
ditures. Increases in the fee levels have been relatively constant
in terms of percent over time and have approached the maximum level
specified by the Regents, while changes in the level of expenditures
have primarily been a function of the rate of inflation and related
cost-of-living salary adjustments.

Educational Fee: In 1970, when the Governor proposed charging
resident tuition at both the University and State University--a
proposal defeated by the Legislature--the University established
its Educational Fee. The Regents used the fee revenues in 1970-71
to support University capital outlay. In 1971-72, this fee was
doubled and part of the revenue generated'was used to support some
instructional costs and financial aid support. Subsequently, these
fee revenues were also used to fund instruction and departmental
research laboratory costs, deferred maintenance, staffing of physi-
cal planning offices, and the Extended University program. In 1976,



TABLE 1 University of California Registration Fee
Revenues as Compared With Basic Student Services
Expenditures, 1978-79 to 1981,-82, in Thousands
of Dollars

Category 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

Registration Fee Revenues $39,619 $46,375 $54,310 $57,800

Basic Student Services
Expenditures 47,175 53,868 70,825 74,478

Revenues as a Percent of
Expenditures 84% 86% 76% 78%

Note: Student services includes Social and Cultural Activities,
Guidance and Counseling, Supplemental Education Services,
and Student Health Services. Current year (1981-82) income

and expenditures are estimates. Actual figures for 1981-82

will be substituted when they become available.

Source: Governor's Budgets, 1980-81 to 1982-83.

the Regents adopted a policy that "Educational Fee income shall be

used exclusively for support of student financial aid and related

programs." Graduate and professional students' Educational Fees
are $60 per student a year more than that paid by undergraduates,

and most of the added revenues are used to provide financial aid to

those graduate students with demonstrated financial need.

In 1978, Proposition 13 brought a new era of fiscal stringency for

publicly supported services including higher education. For two

years, a large State General Fund surplus provided a Cushion that

allowed State support of the four-year segments to grow according
to general formulas which considered the effects of inflation,

other price increases, and enrollment growth. By 1981, however,
the State had exhausted its surplus and the Legislature was forced
to limit General Fund expenditures. In the 1981-82 Budget Act,
appropriations for the University's current operations were consid-
erably below the level.proposed by the Governor in January 1981,
and both of these levels were substantially below the amounts

requested by the Regents. The 1981-82 Budget Act contained a $10.5
million 4'unallocated" reduction with the assumption it would be

offset by a student fee increase.



In July 1981, the Regents approved the first increase in the Educa-
tional Fee since 1971, both to offset a permanent $10.5 million
"unallocated" reduction in State General Fund support for student
services programs and also to increase the student financial aid
programs. At the same time, the Regents modified the 1976 policy
in order to use the fee to help support "those Centrally funded
student services programs which lost State General Fund support."

During the summer of 1981, the State's fiscal situation worsened
considerably, with monthly State revenues falling seriously short
of projections and expenditures exceeding budgeted amounts. The

Governor responded to this situation by directing all State agencies
and institutions to reduce their projected 1981-82 expenditures by
2 percent and by freezing all capital outlay expenditure. As a
partial response to this directive, the Regents imposed a one-time
student fee surcharge of $25 in the spring quarter. The University
transferred most of those few activities in the Student Service
program formerly receiving State General Fund support to student
fee support leaving only Admission, Registrar, Disabled Students
programs, and 75 percent,of Student Affirmative Action on General
Fund support. The University also indicated that student fees were
approaching the maximum level that could be justified under Master
Plan guidelines.

Table 2 compares Educational Fee expenditures at the University by
budget,categories for 1980-81 and 1981-82.

At the time thae the Governor's 1982-83 Budget was being prepared,
the State economy was still weak and a $2.1 billion State deficit
was projected. One component of the Governor's proposal to elimi-
nate this projected aeficit was to require all Stat agencies and

institutions to reduce their budgets by 5 percent. For the Univer-
sity of California and the California State University, this rate
was reduced to 2.5 perCent. The University of California faced an
unspecified reduction of over $29 million with the assumption that
the Regents would raise student fees by $100 per student to partial-

ly offset the reduction. The Legislature adopted the Governor's
proposal for new fee levels, and for 1982-83, the University raised
annual undergraduate student fees from $997 to $1,194 and annual
graduate student fees from $1,043 to $1,254, Increased Educational
Fee revenues will help fund student services for which State support
was reduced.

Table 3 summarizes Educational Fee revenues and expenditures for
financial aid and related activities for the last four years. The

level of the Educational Fee did not change between 1971-72 and
1980-81. However, as noted earlier in 1981, it was raised by an
annual amount of $225 to accommodate Governor's Budget reductions.
As the result of a mid-year reduction, an addittonal $25-per-quarter



TABLE 2 University of California Educational Fee
Budgeted Expenditures by Budget Category, in
ThouSands of 'Dollars, 1980-81 and 1981-82

Category 1980-81a 1981-82
b

Student Financial Aid .$32,787 $36,959

Financial Aid 'Administration 6,418 7,770

Student Loan Collettion 2,366 2,877

Other Student Services--includes
Social and Cultural Services,
Supplemental Educational Services,
Counseling and Career Guidance 1,425 5,788

Administration--Dean of Students and
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 5,788 9,141

Operation and Maintenance of Plant
and Institutional Support as a
Student Services Recharge 9,141 15,500

a. Based on a fee level of $300 pet year for undergraduate students
and $360 per year for graduate students.

b. Based on a fee level of $475 per year for undergraduate students
and $535 per year for graduate students (includes a $25 spring
quarter surcharge for all students.

,

Source: University of California, "1982-83 Budget for Current-Oper-
ations and Capital Lmprovement" and "Report of the System-
wide Student Fee Advisory Committee, August 18, 19r82."

fee surcharge was imposed in the spring term. Prior to 1981-82,

revenues generated were used to provide student financial aidtfor,

University students. The fee increases of 1981-82 generated revenue
in excess of the financial aid needs of the segment and, therefore,

a portion of these revenues were used to support other student
services programs for which General Fund support had been reduced.



TABLE 3 University of California Educational Fee
Revenues as Compared With Expenditures for
Financial Aid and Related Activities, in
Thousands of Dollars, 1978-79 to 1981-82

Category 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

Educational Fee Revenues $40,340 $37,780 $42,958 $63,619

Financial Aid and Related
Activities Expenditures

Revenues as a Percent of
Expenditures

40,605,4

99%

42,932

88%

48,110

89%

56,736

112%

Note: Expenditures include Financial Aid and Financial Aid Admin-
istration. Current year (1981-82) income and expenditures
are estimated.

Source: Governor's Budgets, 1980-81 to 1982-83.

Whereas University nonresident tuition revenues are considered to
be offsets against State appropriations for instruction and other,
State-funded operations, revhnues from both the Registration and
Educational Fees are generally considered University revenues in
addition to State appropriations,,tied directly to the expenditures
of the offices and activities which they support, and thus are kept
and expended by the University and its campuses.

Student Activity and Other Fees:- In addition to the Registration
and Educational Fees, individual campuses of the University also
charge a variety of Student Activity Fees, up to the limit adopted
by the Regents, to help finance a large number of student.programs,
student organizations, and facilities for student activities. One
campus has a mandatory transit system fee, and one campus has a
campus programs fee. Such fees vary from campus to campus, and
income from them is retained by each campus to suppoyt its own
distinctive mixture of istudent activities.

The Regents have also established 'and maintained other fees for
specific ancillary services or activities, such as parking, dormi-
tories, late fines, testing, student records, and others. These
charges for ancillary services are set to support the full cost of



these services and activities and their revenues are retained by
the campuses for support of these ancillary services.

'Student Charges at the University's Comparison Institutions: As

noted above, all'four of the University's public comparison insti-
tutions charge resident tuition as well as nonresident tuition and
student fees. However, the uses of tuition revenues differ among

institutions. The State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo
uses tuition revenues to service the system's capital debt with the

surplus supporting current operating expenses, including instruc-
tion. Tuition revenues at the University of Michigan support both
instructional and student services costs; and tuition includes
mandatory assessments for health services, intramural and recrea-
tional facilities operations and debt retirement, and student/
administrative facilities support. At,the University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, and the Univeraity of Wisconsin, Madison, it is
not possible to identify specific usesiof tuition revenues because

at Illinois, tuition revenues are reimbursed to the State as offsets

against general appopriations, and at Wisconsin all revenue, includ-

ing that from student charges, enters the University's general fund
for support of all institutional expenses.

Besides tuition, students at all four of the University's comparison
institutions pay fees for student services and activities that are
similar in nature and use to the University's Registration Fee. At

SUNY Buffalo, student tuition and fees cover social, cultural, and

recreational services and activities for students. Students at

Michigan pay three mandatory fees: Student Assembly, Registration,

and Student Government. At the University of Illinois,-student'
fees include Health Services, Health Insurance (which can be waived

if students are already insured) and Services. Use of fee revenues

in these three institutions is restricted to specified activities
or services. At the University of Wisconsin, revenues from student
activities fees enter the University's general revenue fund along
with tuition revenues and thus their uses are neither restricted
nor clearly identifiable.

Three other points of comparison betweenthe University of Califor-
nia and these four institutions are worthy of note.

First, none of the four has a student fee similay to the Educa-
tional Fee, the revenues from which support direct institutional
financial assistance to students. In those institutions where
student charges revenues flow to the state's or institution's
general fund, a link between fees and Student aid does exist
because this same fund supports some financial aid, but no
explicit policy ties financial aid sUpport to student fee levels.

4.1



Second, in spite of the fact that all four comparison institu-
tions charge tuition, the mandatory undergraduate resident fees
at the University of California are within $100 of total student
charges at three of these institutions, and only the University
of Michigan has significantly higher mandatory charges.

-Third, increases in fee levels at the University in recent years
have exceeded those of most of its bmparison institutions.
Table 4 compares the amount of student charges and percent
increase for the last five years for the University of California
and its comparison institutions. Charges at all four comparison
-institutions include tuition or an instructional fee. The
comparison institutions have experienced fairly uniform fee
increases over the past five years, averaging about 10 percent a
year, while at the University, which averaged about 14 percent a
year over this period, incceases have been concentrated in the
last two years. Only at the University of Michigan did total
amount and percent of increase exceed those at the University.

VIN

N

TABLE 4 Average Annual Undergraduate Resident Student
, Charges for the University of California and its

Comparison Institutions, 1978-79 to 1982-83

Institutions -\ 1978-79 ,1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Cum. %
crime

lIniversity of
California

$ 731 $ 731
(0%)

$ 775

(+6%)

$ 997
(29%)

$1,194
(+20%) (+63%)

Comparison Institutions

University of 846 916 984 1,099 1,288

Illinois (+8%) (+7%) (12%)',: (+17%) (+52%)

University of 1,240 1,373 1,561 1,861 2,143

Michigan (+11%) (+14%) (19%) (+15%) (+73%)

State University,of
New York at.Buffalo

920 , 995

(+8%)

995
(0%)

1,070

(+84%)

1,154

(+8%) (+25%)

University of 812 877 977 1,015 1,122

Wisconsin-Madison (+8%) (+11%) (+4%) (+11%) (+38%)

Source: 'University of California Student Fees and Deposits," and for
comparison institutions, a .survey by Commission staff in
September 1982.

9r.)
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Student Fees at The California State University

The California State University is organized as a system under a

single governing board, the Board of Trustees and receives funding

through a line item in the State's Budget Act which classifies its

activities into 9 program categories, including instruction, re-
search, public service, and student services.

The'governance authority of the Board of Trustees is established in
statute; it has the authority to establish student fees and adjust

their'levels. In practice, however, the Legislature and the Depart-
ment of'Finance have assumed an active role in adjusting the level

and structure of these fees. Moreover, revenues from student fees

are not income to the State University but go to the State as re-

imbUrsements. Therefore, the.State University has less flexibility
in reallocation of these resources than does the University.

In the State University, all students are expected to pay three

general kinds of fees: a Student Services Fee, a new State Univer-

sity Fee, and a set of student activities fees.

The Student Services Fee: The Student Services Fee, once called
the Materials and Services Fee, corresponds most closely to the

Registration Fee at the Il*versity. Used.prtmarily to support
student services, it is based on the operating,COsts for counseling,

testing, heaIth'services, 6areer planning and placement, social and

cultural development, housing administration, and financial aid

administrationbur noi financial aid grants themselves--plus

one-half of the costs of operating the Dean of Students' office.'
Until 1979-80, a portion of the-Student Services Fee also covered

costs for "instructional supplies and audiovisual materials."
Beginning in 1975-76, however, State policy changed and the Fee was

held constant for four years uptil the General Fund appropriations

absorbed the full cost of these supplies and materials.

The ramifications of Proposition 13 and the declining State economy

have affected State University practices and levels of student

charges just as they have those of the University of California.

In 1980-81, average annual undergraduate fees at the State University

were $219 per student. The.$5 million unallocated reduction in the
1981-82 Budget Acg was offset through increased fees, which were
raised to an average of $270. When the Governor imposed a 2 percent

. reduction in expenditures for State agencies and institutions in
October 1981, the State University instituted a one-time student

fee surcharge of $46 for the spring_of 1982 bringing total fees for

the 1981-82 academic year to $316 and making the total increase for

the year almost $100.

-14- 2.



Until 1982-83, the Trustees elected Lb maintairi'a tmO-level fee
structure for the Student Service Fee whereby part-time students
enrolled for six uni or less per term were charged a, lower'fee
than other, students. Because the instructional supplies and mater-
ials portion of t1 fee was,phased out in 1978-79, a Chancellor's
Task Force on the tudent Services Fee recommended in November 1981
that this different±al be eliminated begi4ing in 1982-83. This

1 recommendation was adopted by the Board of Trustees and implemented
for the 19.82-83 academic year.

Table 5 summarizes Student Services Fee reimbursements and student
services expenditures for the last four years. The Stndent Services
Fee is intended to cover the costs of prOxiding student services.
Its level is established according t6 a,methodology that prOjects
expected .expenditures and enrollments and calculates a fee level
that will generate revenues sufficient to cover those specified
expenditures. An adjustment in fee level is made when actual
expenditures do not equal actual revenues. As noted earlier,
however, 'unlike fees.revenues 'at the University, the revenues from
the State University's Student Services Fee are not retained by the
system and its campuses, but are considered offsets against gtate
appropriations.

TABLE 5 California State University Student SerVices Fee
Reimbursements and Student Services Expenditures;
1978-79 to 1981-82, in Thousands of Dollars

6

tategoi7 ; 197879 1979-80. 1980-81
%

1981-82

Student Services Fee
Reimbursements

Student Services
'Expenditures

$431110

37,922

.$43,020

46,254

$48,916

'54,845

$61,655
1;

56,607

Reimbursement as a Percent
of Expenditures 114% 93% 89% 109%

Note: Student Services Expenditures do not include relaied Institu-
tional Support costs.

Source: Student Services Fee Reimbursements, California State Uni-
versity Support Budgets, 1980-81 to 1982-83; Stndent Ser-
vices Expenditures,,Chancellor's Office staff.
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State University.ree: Another special Chancellor's Task Force--this
one on a new student fee--reported in Ddcember 1981 on a fee de-*

signed to eaable the State University to (1) offset proposed reduc-
tionSan Genefal Fund support during the 1982-83-academic year, and
(2) create a source of financial aid grant funds for needy students
enrolled for at least a half-time load in a manner similar to the
current Educational Fee aid program of the University of Cali'fornia.

It recommended the adoption of a new "State Udiversity Yee" that
would be sufficient to make up tha difference between a desirekor
rogram maintenance level of support and State appropriations,

This recommendation was adopted. In the 1982-83 Budget, the Legis-
lature reduced the budget for the State University, imposed a $100
per student fee increase above.the 1.981-82,1evel raising average
fees to $441.per year. The Trustees identified this increase as
the new State University Fee which.is differentiated for Students
takIng less than iix units ($48 per year) and those taking,six or
more units ($150, per year). Rather than provide aid funds from the
fee revenues, however', ;these' revenues are State General Fuhd reim-

hursements. The Legislaiure mad1C.a separateappropriation for: the
first time in .1982-83 of $3.4 million for Sfate Univers4y student

0

Student" Activirties .and Other FeeS: In addition to the Student
Services Fee and the new State University Fee, State University
students are required to pay the following student activities iees.,

lhe State University and its campuses'retain the income from these
f
Pi

es, which vary slightly from campus tb 'campus, for support of

,specific activities. %

The Student Body Association Fee is required of all-students who
enroll at a'State University campus, arid its revenues support
student,government and social, dultural, and athletic-activities
for the student body. While the Trustees have delegated-respon-
sibility for the administration ofthese fee revenues to the
Associated Students, expenditures must be'approved by the presi-
dent of the campus and any major change in the nature of the
expenditures must be appioved by the State University chancellor.

The Student Boàv Center Fee is paid by ill students except
those at Bakersfi ld which does not have a student union. The

revenues are uied iari1y to reire the bond debts 'for the
construction of student unions. A small portion, however, may
cover current operations of the student unions, and each campus
administration has some flexibility within the flmitp established
by the Trustees and with approval of the chancellor to set these
fee levels and to use the revenues.



The Health Facilities Fee is a uniform charge to all students,
the revenues from which are used to retire the bond indebtedness
for construction of campus health facilities.. This fee is the
same on all campuses because the systemwide administration
manages this construction program. (Costs of the current opera-
tions of health facilities are covered by StudInt Services Fee
revenues.)

The Instructianal ly Related Activities (IRA) Fee, established by
the Trustees in 1978 with a maxiMum level of $10 for the first
three years, is also paid by all students for the*support of
campus academically related activities. These activities include

radio and television, newspaper' 'publishing,' intercollegiate
athletics, concerts, forensics,,and art exhibits-. Each campus'
IRA advisory board advises its president on adjustments to this
fee. Any increase must be approved by a staident referendum.

The Trustees also have established and maintained user fees for
specific services and activities, such as housing, food service,
parking, late fines, testing,-and student records. These charged

for ancillary services are set at a.level to support their full
cost) and their revenues are retained by each campus.

Student Charges at the State University's-Comparison Institutions:
Ag mentioned earlier, of the 18 public comparison institutions for
the State University, ten institutions charge their students tuition
and the other eight charge a student fee, the revenues from which
are either targeted directly to instruction or indirectly to it
through the institution's general operating budgetRevenues froM
tuition at most comparison institutions flow to their states as
general reimbursements. At those institRtions that retain their
tuition revenue, it is income to the institution's general operating

, fund.

In all 18 comparison institutions, students support through student
fees, the same or a similar range of student services, activities,
and student facilities as do students at the State University. The

major difference resides with the budgetary handling of these
student fee revenues. As noted above, most student services fees
in the State University go to the State as a general reimbursement,
while student.fee revenues at comparison institutions are generally
retained at the institutions, usually as revenue to their gendral
operating funds with some limitatibns on their specific uses.

For the first time in 1982-83, the California State Legislature
took responsibility for student financial aid at the State Univer-
sity through the direct appropriation of funds for student aid.

5
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This pattern is consistent with the funding of student financial

aid in the comparison institutions, although a few variations
exist--primarily at institutions where tuition and fee revenues are
income to their general operating fund and some financial aid is an

expense to the same fund.

Despite the $100-per-student increase in fees in 1982-83, State
University resident undergraduate fees ($441) are significantly
lower than student charges at any of the comparison institutions.
With the'exception of. the University of Hawaii, State University

fees are less than half those of any other institution. The fees

at the University of Hawaii are the closest--only$50 higher.

Historical comparisons of .changes in student charges for the State
University and its comparison institutions are difficult beCause of
the magnitude of the differences in the amounts of these charges as

shown in Table 6. The same dollar change in level of.student
charges results in a significantly higher percent change at the'
State University than at its comparison-Institutioni. Yet, the

impact on students of A $100 increase may be psychologically greater
when the base level is so much smaller; and thus the larger percent-
age may be a fairly accurate reflection of this impact.

While the average dollarincrease in student charges at the compari-

son institutions since 1978-79 ($452) has been almost twice that Of
the State University ($236), the percent change (51%) has been less

than half that of the State University (115%). Only two institu-
tions--SUNY College at Buffalo and the University of Hawaii at
Manoa--increased charges by a lower amount than the State Univer-

sity.

-18-
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TABLE 6 Average Annual Undergraduate Resident Student Charges
for The California State University and its Comparison
Institutions, 1978-79 to 1982-83

- Institution 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Cum. %
Change

California State $ 205

University
Comparison Institutions

$ 209
(+2%)

1,086
(+1%)

$ 219

(±5%)

1,251
(.15%)

$ 316
(+44%)

1,473
(+16%)

$ 441
(+40%)

1,614
(+10%)

(115%)

(+49%)
Bowling Green 1,080

State University
Illinois State
University * NA NA NA , NA 1,859 NA

Indiana State' 840 900 975 1,110 1,275

University (+7%) (+SU (+14%) (+15%) (+52%)

Iowa State 735 816 816 956 1,040

'University (+11%) (0%) (+16%) (+9%) (+41%)

Miami (Ohio) 1,130 1,210 1,420 1,840 2,090

University (+7%) (+17%) (+30%) (+14%) (+85%)

Northern Illinois 780 847 901 997 1,114

University (+9%) (+6%) (+11%) (+12%) (+43%)

Portland State 780 858 933 1,184 1,356

University (+10%) (+9%) (+27%) (+15%) (+74%)

Southern Illinois 753 858 942 1,050 1,210

University (+14%) (+10%) (+11%) (+15%) (+61

SUNY College at 937 997 1,002 1,152 1,152

Albany (+6%) (+1%) (+15%) (0%) (+23%

SUNY College at 920 995 1,003 1,153 1,153

Buffalo (+8%) (+1%) (+15%) (0%) (+25%)

University of 845 892 995 1,111 .1,222

Colorado (+6%) (+12%) (+12%) (+10%) (+45%)

University of 478 478 480 480 480

Hawaii-Manoa (0%) (+%) (0%)* (0%) (+%)

University of 690 690 720 840 930

Nevqa-Reno (+0%) (+4%) (+17%) (+11%) (+35%)

Univergity of 789 860 969 1,239 1,380

Oregon (+9%) (+13%) (+28%) (+11%) (+75%)

University of Wiscon- 838 898 1,003 1,046 1,155

sin-Milwaukee (+7%) (+12%) (+4%) (+10%) (+38%)

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and 792 837 972 1,095 1,281

State University (+6%) (+16%) (+13%) (+17%) (+62%)

Wayne State 1,121 1,289 1,466 1,710 1,910

University (+15%) (+14%) (+17%) (+12%) (+70%)

Western Michigan 864 972 1,086 1,316 1,453

University (+12%) (+12%) (+21%) (+10%) (+68%)

NA - Illinois State University historical data was not available:

Source: California State)University "Fact Sheet" and, for comparison
instititions, aAurvey by Commission staff in September 1982.



Student Fees at the California Community Colleges

California Community Colleges are organized into 70 districts; each
under the governance of a locally elected board of trustees: Each

district is funded by State apportionments that are distributed
through general grants based almost entirely on each district's
Average Daily Attendance (ADA). .,After combining these apportion-
ments with property tax revenues, the local boards enjoy substantial

latitude in allocating these funds among.most activities, including
expenditures for student services, with the only major prescription
being that 50 percent of the current expense of education must be
spent on instructional salaries. Thus, the finance syStem of the
Community Colleges does not lend itself to the kind of identifi-
cation and State control of funding for student services possible
for the four-year segments.

Authorized Fees: No statewide mandatory fees are charged for
California residents attending State-supported courses at the
Community Colleges. Aside from nonresident tuition and charges for
community service courses, their student fees are limited to those
authorized by statute for specific services or activities. The

California Education Code includes provisions for local districts
to levy permissive user fees or charges for some 19 services and

activities and establishes a maximum'level for these fees. These

specific services generally fall within the category of "ancillary"
Services which the Master Plan Team identified as appropriately
supported by student fees. These fees are similar to the student
user charges at the University and the State University.

The Board of Trustees for each of the Community College districts

determines the type and, within the authorized limits, the level of
these fees. The authorized charges include fees for parents using

a campus child-development or-day-care center for eye protection
devices, for field trips and field-trip insurance, health fees,
instructional materials.fees, dormitory charges, late application

fees, materials fees for adult classes, medical insurance for
athletes, parking fees, phySical education fees for, use of non-i.

facilities, program change fees, and student record fees.
Revenues from these fees are to be used only to cover the costs of
these specified services and activities. Because these are user
fees based on the costs of these services and activities and are
not required fees, their amount varies widely among students in the

same institution and at different institutions because the courses

and activities of individual students vary. As discretionary fees,

they are charged in some districts and not in others.



Since the 1960s, the practice of levying no general mandatory
charge at Community Colleges has persisted partly because of the
different financing pattern and governance characteristics of the
Community Colleges and partly because of the State's commitment to
the "open door" policy pf the Community Colleges. However, in-

.

creasing pressure on the State's fiscal resources has affected the
Community Colleges and reopened discussion of possible mandatory,
fees, Proposition 13, in fact, probably had its most direct impact
on higher edUcation through the Community Colleges. It reduced
property tax re.renue by 60 percent, eliminated Community College
districts' control over their tax rates, and made the Legislature
responsible for the distribution of these revenues. To meet the
immediate crisis for 1978-79, the Legislature agreed to distribute
regular Community College apportionments supplemented with General
Fund surplus monies. This emergency funding solution built into
the funding base for Community Colleges a State commitment which
depended pn the exi;stenceof a General Fund surplus. When the
State surplus was exhausted in 1981, financial pressure on State-
supported apportionments increased, and the colleges received a 5
percent inflation adjustment during a period of double-digit infla-
tion. Most Community Colleges resorted to multiple strategies to
mitigate the financial pressure, including reducing enrollments and
transferring courses from State support to'fee support in Community
Services. Despite these difficulties, the State's official policy
continued to reflect'the Master Plan's prescriptions, and student
fees at the Community Colleges remained discretionary.

During the 1982-83 Budget deliberations, the Legislature considered
but rejected a mandatory student fee in Community Colleges. How-

ever, the° Legislature provided no adjustment for inflation or
enrollment growth and reduced by $30 million apportionments used to
support certain avocational, recreational, and personal development
courses to be identified by the Community Colleges' Board of Gover-
nors. The districts have the choice of eliminating theSe courses
or reclassifying them as "community services" courses for which

fees are charged.

Student Charges in States With Major Community College Networks:
No traditional comparison group of two-year institutions has been
develpped for the California Community Colleges similar to those
for the University and the State University. Thus, for this review,
information has been collerted from 13 states with major community
college networks--Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Virginia, Washington, and
Wisconsin. Community college comparisons are particularly difficult
because of the diversity in their mission and function not only
within,California but also within and among other states.0 Despite
these difficulties, examples of fee structures and the uses of fee



revenues from other community colleges illustrate the distinctive

nature of California policy.

Three general types of student charges exist among community col-
leges in the 13 comparison states: tuition, mandatory student
services fees, and local discretionary fees. Among these states,

every possible combination of these three fee types exists. How-

ever, in every case, student charges include, as a condition of

enrollment, tuition or a fee the revenue frOm which supports the
institutions' general operating budgets and, thus, inttructional
costs. As noted earlier, eight of the states charge students
mandatory statewide tuition. In two others, tuition can be charged
at the discretion of the local district or colleges. In one of
these, tuition charges exist for all colleges in the system, and in
the second, a genesAl registration fee can also be charged. In the

three other states, the revenues from mandatory student fees may be

used to support instructional costs.

Student services funding comes from a variety of sources among and
even within these 13 systems. In some states, student services are
funded by tuition revenues either directly or through the general
institutional operating budget. In others, mandatory fee revenues
support student services through the same variety of budget Mechan-

isms as tuition. In still others, student services are supported
by revenues from discretionary fees. In all 13 cases, however,
unlike California, students provide some suppbrt for student ser-
vices through mandatory fees, as well as through student user
charges which are similar to the discretionary fees authorized at
the California Community Colleges.

As with the four-year institutions, several points should be noted
about the use of community college student fees in these states.
In most cases, revenues from these fees enter the general operating
flind of the community colleges, with capital outlay costs being the
,primary responsibility of the State, the only exception usually
being retirement of bond indebtedness for student facilities. Only

six of the thirteen states use revenues from studentcharges for
student financial assistance, and in two of these cases--Washington
and Texas--students are assessed directly for financial aid. In

the other four of the six, student charges are ihcome to the general
institutional operating fund, and financial aid is an expenditure
out of this same fund. The other seven staes have no institutional
financial aid. Officials in one of these states, Virginia, comment
that its low tuition and fees ($384 in 1981-82) is itself a form of
financial aid.

The California Community Colleges have the distinction of being the
only two-year colleges in the qation with no required general fee
for all resident students. The national average (based on 46
states) for,required tuition and fees for resident students in
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community colleges in 1981-82 was $500 per year (State of Washington
Council for Postsecondary Education, 1982, p. 30). The charges
outside California ranged from $90 per year in Hawaii to $930 in
New York. Students in community colleges across the nation have
generally faced increased costs for their education in recent years
just as havetheir counterparts in the four-year segments. Nation-
ally, student charges in community colleges rose 34 percent over
the last four years and 18 percent between 1980-81 and 1981-82
alone. Comparisons of changes in- student charges between the
California Community Colleges and those in other states are diffi-
cult, because California's Community Colleges charge no mandatory
fee for their resident students. Nonetheless, Table 7 compares the
fee histories fon the California Community Colleges with a set of
other states' community colleges. Because of the complexity and
variability within and between states, average resident student fee
levels for 1982-83 are not yet available for most states. Thus,

Table 7 only covers four years, 1978-79 to 1981-82. Over that
period, average fee levels at these comparison community colleges
have risen 46 percent and increased, an average of $158. The-largest
percent increases occurred between 1979-80 and 1980-81. However,

in'those states for which 1982-83 data are available, substantial
increases are also occurring this year.

.ummary

Both the University of California and the California State Univer-
sity currently adhere closely to the types and uses of student fees
recommended in the Master Plan, and their use.of these fees is
quite similar. California resident students do not pay tuition in
either segment, and their fee revenue is not used to support,the
instructional budget. Revenues from mandatory student fees are the
primary support for stUdent services, while revenues from user fees
support ancillary services in both-segments.

The major difference between these two segments apart from the fact
that most fee revenues at the State University revert to.the State
as a reimbursetent, relates to support of student financial aid.

Since 1976, University of California students, through their Educa-
tional Fee, have provided direct financial assistance to other
University students. In contrast, at the State University, finan-
cial aid funds do not come directly from student fee'revenues. For

1982-83, the State has appropriated $3.4 million in financial aid
for State University students from State General Funds.

The Community Colleges also have the option of charging student
user fees for support of ancillary services, but-they charge no
general mandatory fees statewide for support,of student services.
Charges for ancillary services are imposed at the discretion of the
district. For example, students in one Codmunity College district



TABLE 7 Average Annual Resident Student Required Charges
at the California Community Colleges and Commu-
nity Colleges in Selected States, 1978-79 to
1981-82

System 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

California Community Colleges $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0

Comparison Community Colleges

Arizona 146 152 224 244

(+4%) (+47%) (+9%)

Colorado 360 389 567 636

(+87) (+46%) (+12%)

Florida 398 410 430 468
r, (+3%) (+5%) (+9%)

Illinois 399 417 442 491

(+5V (+6%) (+11%)

Michigan° 464 494 ',534 624
(+6%) (+8%) (+17%)

Ifilirmsot\ 540 574 638 743

(+6%) (+11%) (+16%)

New York 722 800 0875 930

(+11%) (+9%) (+6%)

Ohio 495 520 655-. 825

(+5%) (+26%) (+26%)
w
Oregon 390 419 447 508

(+7%) (+7%) (+14%),

Texas 120 '120 250 260
(0%) (+108%) (+4%)

Virginia 300 300 342 384
(0%) (+14%) (+12%)

Washington A06 306 306 471

i (0%) (0%) .(+54%)

Wisconsin 678 746 794 . 839

(+10%) (+6%) (+6%)

Source: State of Washington, Council for Postsecondary Education,
1982.
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may be requiFed to pay for parking while in anpther district pak-

ing may be free. Support for the student services that exist at
the Community,Colleges must come out of general apportionment block

grants and property tax revenues along with all other current

operating expenses.

For all three segments, support of the instructional program and,

for the most part, instructional facilities remains the responsibil-

ity of, the State. In.the two University segments, support for
those services that are complementary but not directly related to

instruction ate the responsibility of students. Similarly, the

operation oe-ancillary services, such as housing, food services,

and parking are self-supporting at the Universities and may be

self-supporting at the CommunifY Colleges depending on local dis-

trict policy.

The 1982-83 practices in the three segments that stem from these

policies are outlined in the taxonomy (Table 8) on the following

pages.
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TABLE 8 Taxonomy of Student Charges in California Public Higher Education,

Seg-
Category of Fee ment Type of Student Current Level How Determined Currently

1 TUItIONa

1.1 Resident uc

CSU

CCC

1.2 Nonresident uc

1.3 Summer
Session/

Extension

1.4 Summer
Session

b
/

Continuing
Education

1.5 Community
Servfices

aNIAM

WWI=

WWI=

Nonresidents

CSU Nonresidents

CCC Nonresidents

UC Registrants

au Registrants

CCC Registrants

.1011

$3150/year

$3150/year.

Varies among
districts from
$39 to 96 per
semester unit

Varies by
cpurse

Varies by
course

Varies by
course

Not permitted by Regents'
policy.

$25 annual tuition author-
ized in statute but not
currently charged.

Not authorized in statute.

Based on incremental in-
structional cost per stu-
dent.

Same as UC.

In general, based on the
district's incremental
current expense of educa-
tion.

Based on full costs of
courses.

Based on full costs of
courses.

Based on full costs of
courses.

2 STUDENT SERVICES

2.1 Registration uc

Fee

2.2 Educational
Fee

All students'

UC All undergradu-
ate students

All graduate
students

$510/year

$627/year

$687/year

Based on cost of student
services. Level can vary
by campus within maximum
set.by the Regents.

Based on financial aid
needs and, recently, in
response to budget re-
ductions.

a.. Tuition is a charge levied on students to help defray instructional costs.
California State policy includes the principle of no tuition for its resi-

dent students except for certain course fees.
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1982-83

Oisoosition of Revenues Current Use of Revepues

Returned to the State as a General Supports State-funded current operations

Fund reimbursement. as a General Fund reimbursement.

Same as UC. Same as CC.

Retained bi the districts. Nonresi-
dent ADA not reported to the State
for apportionments.

Supports current operations.

Retained by the campus for general Funds course offerings.

instruction or extension support.

RetaineePby the campus for general
instruction or continuing education
support..

Funds course offerings.

Retained by districts for support Funds course offerings.

of current operations.

.1

Retained by the campuses.

Retained by the segment.

Supports student services: counseling and
guidance, health services, and social, cul-
tural, and recreational programs and facil-
ities.

Supports student financial aid--grauts,
loan collection, administrationAnd rela-
ted activities and, recently, other student
services.

b. The four campuses of the State University that operate on year-round academic
calendars (Hayward, Los Angeles, Pomona, and San Luis Obispo) receive State
support for summer sessions and do not charge instructional fees for regular
summer-session courses but may charge fees for continuing education courses
in the summer.
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, ?ABLE 8 (continued)

Seg-
Category of Fee ment

2.3 Student 4-- csu
vices Fee

2.4 State Uni- csu
versity Fee

2.5 Instruction- csu
ally Related
Activities
Fee

2.6 Health
Services

Type of Student

All students

All students:

Less than 6
units

6 units or more

All students

CCC See Miscella-
neous User Fees
(6.3)

Current Level How Determined Currently

$216/year Based on cost of centrally
funded student services.

$48/year
$150/year

Varies be-
tween $10 and
$30/year by
campus

Imposed by the Governor
and Legislature during
budget process. ,

Set by Trustees to fund
student Services and
activities not funded
elsewhere.

3 STUDENT GOVERN-
MENT/ASSOCIATION

3.1 Student Uc
Activities
or Campus
Fees

All students:

Undergraduate
students

Graduate
students

3.2 Student Body JSU All students:
Association

6 or less units-

Over 6 units

3.3 Student CCC See Miscella-
Association neous User Fees
Fe4s (6.3)

Varies by
campus:
$37.50 to
$132/year
$19.30 to
$132/year

Varies by
campus and
credit load:

$13.50 to
; $29/year
$20 to $29/
year

.111

Established by students ac-
cording to projected costs
of specific activities with-
in limits set by the Regents.

Established by students.ac-
cording to projected costs
of specific activities with-
in limits set by the Trustees.

4 FACILITIES

4.1 Registration tic

Fee and Stu-
dent Activi-
ties Fees

See specific
fee categories
above (2.1 and
3.1).

Mr.*
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Disposition of Revenues

Returned to the State as a General
Fund reimbursement.

Returned to the State as a General
Fund reimbursement.

Retained by thecampuses.

Current Use of Revenues

Offsets funding for same range of student
services as UC fees, except financial aid
grants.

Offsets General Fund reductions.

Funds academically related student acti-
vities: student media, forensics, cultural
activities, an& intercollegiate athletics.

.1110.01

Retained by the campuses.

Retained by the campuses.

0

Funds student organizations, programs, and
facilities. May include transit fees.

Funds student goverament and its social,
cultural, and athletic activities for stu-
dents.

See specific fee categories above See specific fee categories above (2.1 and

(2.1 and 3.1). 3.1).



TABLE 8- (continued)

Seg--

Category of Fee ment Type if Student

4.2 Student Body csu
Center Fee

4.3 Health
Facilities
Fee

4.4

Al students
(except at
Bakersfield).

CSU All students ,

Current Level

Varies be-
tween $20 and
$60/year by
campus.

CCC No compable fee

$6/year ,

How Determined Currtntly

Based on bond indebtedness
for student unions.

Baqed on bond indebtedness
-for campus health facili-
ties.

5 AUXILIARY
ENTERPRISES

UC& Student users
CSU

CCC Student users

Varies by
service and/
or campus.

Varies by'

district.

Based on full cost of
services.

Local board option, baseri
on cost of services and
statutory maximum charp.

MISCELLANEOUS
USER FEES

6.1 Instruction- All
ally Related
User Fees

4

Student users Varies by 3ased on full cost of

activity or , service or activity. .

use and by
campus or
district.



Disposition of Revenues s Current Use of Revenues

Retained by dhe campuses; debt managed Retirement Of bond indebtedness (may i4lude

by the campuses. 14.1b same current operating expenses). /-
-

Retained by the segment; debt managed Retirement of bond indebtedness (cost of

by the segment. healthservices tundedby Student Services
Fee).

MIMMID
01

Retained by the campuses or enter-
prises.

Retained by district or enterprise.

-

Fully funds operations of dormitories, food
Services; pa4ing, student-owned enterprises;
and other ancillarl services. -

Used to support a portion of the costs of
operating of dormitories, food services,
parking, and.other ancillary services.

Retained by segment, campus or Fully funds specific services and activities

district. designated as self-supporting as follows:

UC: breakage
credit by examination '

a

special library privileges
instructional materials

CSU: laboratory equipment
instructional materials
field trips
art materials
instrument' rent's].

testing

CCC: eye protection devices
field trips
instructional materials
adult classes materials
art supplies
use of non-district physical education
facilities



TABLE 8 (concluded)

Seg-
Category of Fee ment Type of Student Current Level How Determined Currently

6.2 Administra- All Student users Varies by Based on full cost of

tive User activity or service or activity.

Fees use and by
campus or
district.

,

6.3 Othe'r User All Student users Varies by Based on full cost of

Fees activity or service or activity.

use and by 1

campus or
district.

Source: Information assembled from various documents, such as "University of Cali-

fOrnia Student Fees and Deposits, 1982-83," "California State University

Fact Sheet: Californta Resident, Student Fees for Academic Year 1982-83,"
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Disposition of Revenues Current Use of Revenues

Retained by segment, campus, or
district.

Retained by segment, campus, or
district.

Fully fund speciric services and activities
designated as self-bupporting as follows:

UC: application process
change of study list
-duplicate'diploma
duplicate ID card
filing for candidacy
late filihg of study list
late fee payment
reinstatement
removal of I or E grade
returned check collection
thesis or dissertation filing
transcri ts

CSU: applicat n,process
catalog
change of study list
graduate aid diploma
hea3.th certificate fee for teachers

ID ard

lat# registration
tra scripts

CCC: late application
program changes
student records
transaripts

Fully fund specific services and activities
designated as self-supporting as follows:

UC: child care
medical insurance
transportation

CSU: child care
medical insurance

CCC: transportation
child care
health services
field trip inSurance
medical insurance for athletes
student goveriment fees

ithe Association of California Community College Administr tors' Survey of Education ,

Code Authorized Fees, and the California Education Code.



THE ROLE OF STUDENT FEE REVENUES IN
THE FINANCING OF CALIFORNIA PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

No discussion of the use of student fees would be complete without

examining their role in financing publit higher education and their

imPact on institutional support.

Student Fee Rzvenues and the Statetsfudget Process

The State's budget process and its policy for funding current,
operations for its four-year colleges à nvesities has tradi-
tionally been different from that of its two-year Community Col-,
leges. Since their founding, the University of California and the -

California State University have been considered-State institutions,
receiving no funds from lotal taxei. Thus they have been subject
to the State's yearly "budget cycle," in which their annual budgets

are es'tablished in accordance with a program classification system
and then modified by the Department of Finance, the Legislature,
and the Governor. Within this program classification system, the
State has pursued different funding policies for the 14 categories
of the system, as indicated in Table 9. Student fees for matricu-

lated students enter the budget process primarily in theStudent
Services program (listed at the top,of the second page in Table 9).
The major exceptions are student charges in the Instruction category
for extension courses and for summer session enrollment which are
self-supporting through fees and user charges, except for summer
courses on the four State University campuses that operate on

year-cound academic calendars. However, student fees also fund
certain activities in,the Academic Support, Institutional Support,
and Student Financial Aid classifications. User fees (including
those from student users)'provide minor support for Instruction,

Academic Support, and Independent Operations as well as full support
for such student-related services as housing, food service, and
parking in the Auxiliary Enterprises/Organizations category.

Nonresident tuition, based on the instruction-related cost per
student, is collected from out-of-state students except when waived,
but this tuition revenue is a general reimbursement to the State.

In contrast to the University and State University, the Community ,

Colleges began as part of the common school system and for most of ,

their history have been supported by a finance formula that matched
State funds with local property tax revenues unrelated to the
program classification system of-the four-year institutions. Until

1978, the State's budget process afforded Community College'dis-
tricts authority over their property-tax rate, with the assurance
of State support based on enrollments and the relative wealth of

the districts.
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TABLE 9 Piogram Classification System for State Budgeting
of the University of California and The California
State University

Program
Classification

Intruction
Regular
Health Sci-
ence

Summer (Spe-
cial
Session)

Extension

Research'

Segment

Both

UC only

Both
Both

Both

Public Service Both

Academic
Support,

Teaching
Hospitals

State Funding Policy Program Activity Components

State funds regular
instruction and the
health sciences.
Summer Sess ion

a
and

Extension are self-
supporting through
student fees.

State funds organ-
ized research in UC
only. At CSU fund-
ing now in Indepen-
dent Operations from
external soUrces. °

State funds certain
UC programs, primar-
ily Cooperative (ag-
ricultural) Exten-
sion. CSU receives
very limited funding
in'this area.

Botih State funds most of
these activities,
with some support
from user fees and
student charges.

UC only Funded primarily by
fees for services.
State funds care of
patients who are un-
able to pay for them-
selves and who are im-
portant for instruction
(Clinical Teaching Sup-
port).

All personnel and supplies
involved in formal instruc-
tion: faculty, teaching as-
sistant instructional and
support staff, classrooms and
laboratory supplies, instruc-
tional equipment.

Specific projects or organized .
units concerned primarily
with basic research.

Applied programs.outside
the regular curriculum
which are designed for
the general public.

Libraries, audio-visual
services, computing sup-
port, demonstration schools,
ancillary services (clinics,
buretus, centecs, institutes)
etc.

Health services within
five hospitals owned by
UC.
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Program
Classificatiom Segment

Student
Services

Bothc

Student ,UC

Financial Aid

1>

Institutional MO
Support

Plant Opera-
ations and
Maintenance

State Funding Policy

Funded primarily by
student fees and
users fees. State
supports disadvan-
taged and disabled
student services, at
UC the offices of ad-
missions and regis-
trar, and at CSU
direct student fi-
nancial aid for
1982-83.

'At UC, State funds
75% of student af-
firmative action.
All other activities
(aid) funded by stu-
dents through Educa-
tional Fee. At CSU,
State funds aid off-
set to student fee in-
crease in 1982-83 only.

Program Activity Componenti

Office of admissions and
records at UC, cultural and%
social activities, coun-
seling and career guidance,
financial aid administra-
tion, direct financial aid at
CSU only, student health ser-
vices, supplemental learning
ing services, student affir-
mative action, and student
support (CSU: housing,
parking, bookstore, cafe-
teria).

Direct student financial'

State fundS' these
activities with
some support
from student fees.

UC only
d
Statp funds all acti-
vities in buildings
which are used pri-
marily for instruc-
tion, support ser-

Executive management, fis-
oal operations, logi4ical
services, physical plant
operations'(CSU), employee
ben4fits, community rela-
tions, admissions anck
records (CSU).

Utilities, building and grounds
maintenance, janitorial ser-
vices, administration, re-
fuse disposal and fire pro-
tection.

' vices, research, and
public service.

Auxiliary Enter- Both User fees support

prises/Organi- these activities;

zations no State support.

Non-instructional services
provided primarily to stu-
dents,in return for specific
charges (housing, parking,
intercollegiate athletics,
food service, student unions).
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Program
Classification Segment State Funding Policy

Independent
Operations

Provisions
,fox Alloca-
tions

Other
Reductions

Unspecified
Programs

CSU only Activities are
supported pri7
vately (founda-
tions) br by usei
fees.

UC only State funds for
.activities which
are State suppor-

,

ted in other
classifications
(temporary ac-
cOunt).

Both Reduction in State
General Fund sup-
port andLar4n-
creas5ArreimiWiali=17-

ments from student
fees or other
charges.

Both State funds for
new dr one-time
activities.

Program Activity Components

All activities that benefit
students, faculty and inde-
pendent agencies not directly
related to educational objec-
tives (use of facilities and
personnel by governmental agen-
cies or industry).

Temporary account for lump
sum appropriations which
ultimately go: (1) from
systemwide accounts to
campuses and (2) from cam-
pus accounts to operations
(salary and price increases,
employee benefits endowment
income, budgetary savings,
etc.)

Baseline (permanent) or
temporary reductions in
approfriations in various
classifications sometimes
offset by other revenue
sources.

CSU discretionary fund for
Chancellor, enrollment ad-
justments, etc.

a. The Hayward. Los Angeles, Pomona, and Snit Luis Obispo campuses of the California State Univer-
sity receive State support for their summer sessions because they operate on year-round
academic calendars. Summer extension courses at theme four campuses are self-snpporting,
however.

b. Other academic support components include a medical technology program, natural resources and
fisheries facilities, Desert Studies Center., three Indian community programs, rural nursing.
Center for Economic Education, Moss Landing marine science facility, off-campus center at
Calexicoo joint doctoral programs, some intetcolleglate athletics at smaller campuses. and
professional journals.

c. The State University received a direct appropriation for Student Financial Aid for the first
time in 1982-433. Prior to this year no direct aid funds were available 'and financial aid
administration was funded through Student Services.

d. The State UniVeisity includes plant operations and maintenance under Institutional Support.

Source: Governor's Budget, 1982-83.



However, in,that year Proposition 13 elimihated district control
over property tax rates, and the State then established a general

formula which guaranteed an overall support rate for apportionments
to each district that mixed State general funds and property tax
revenues. Despite this change, the State continues to fund Com-
munity College enrollments through general apportionments unrelated
to progrmm classification and without any provision for student fee

reimbursements.

Trends in Student Charges and Institutional Support

Information on trends-in fees and state appropriations can be used
to analyze policy issues such.as the concern expressed by the
Commission (1982, pp. 33-34) that when student fee revenues are
reserved for one purpose, such as student services, other education-
al expenditures (including instructional support) may suffer dispro-
portionately during times of retrenchment.%

Conclusions from such an examination must be limited, not only
because expenditure levels in large educational institutions are
determined by many factors, and changes in levels are not strictly
comparable, but'also because student fees-are collected by the
public segments for different purposes. Neyertheless, an examina-
tion of the changes over time in expenditures for services supported
by student fees compared to services supported by State General
Funds may provide some indication of the impact of current practices
in the use of fee revenues during times of retrenchment.

This analysis is based on expenditures between 1974-75 and 1981-82.
Selection of a base year in any longituainal study is an important
decision, and the choice is heavily influenced by analytical con-
straints and available data. In this case, the 1974-75 fiscal year
was selected as a base because it was four years before Proposition
13--a watershed of sorts in State finance. Likewise, 1981-82 was
selected as the final'yeir of the series because it falls four
years after Proposition 13 and is the most recent year for which

reliable data are available.

Because of the wide disparities in total State support for current
operations of the University, the State University, and the Communi-
ty Colleges (Table 10), a better measure of support for this analy-
sis is increases in their funding for instruction. Table 11 shows
that the differences among the three segments on this measure vary
in a range from a high of 108.7 percent for general campus instruc-
tion at the University to 97.3 percent for instruction at the State
University,to a low of 94.7 percent for instructors' salaries* at
the Community Colleges.

*Determining the appropriate measure for cost of instruction at the
Community Colleges for this span of years is extremely difficult.
See footnote "A" on Table 10 for an explanation of the decision to
use instructors' salaries as 4 proxy.
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In comparison, Table 12 showS expenditures over the same period for
major student services._ In the University, these expenditures
increased by 140.1 percent, while at the State University they
increased by._132.7'percent.

In those years when the State most restricted,its support for
higher education--the fiscal year after Proposition 13, 1978-79,
and the fiscal year the State General Fund surplus was exhausted,
1981-82--both instruction, supported by State funds and tudent

services, supported by student fee revenues experienced a les than

average percent increase. However, in every instanc increa es in
total student services expenditures in these years w e gr ater
than .increases in State support for instruction. In he ears
immediately following the impact of Proposition 13, the neral
Fund provided greater than average increases to instruction, and
student services experienced similar increases. With the surplus
currently exhausted and the prospect of sustained fiscal stringency,
concern exists that instruction will experience lower increases
than student services in the future simply because of their sources
of funding.

TABLE 10 Enrollments and State General Funds and Property
Tax Revenues for Support of Current Operations in
the Three Public Segments, 1974-75 and 1981-82

Institution

University
California

California
State
University

California
Community
Colleges

Source:

of

1974-75
Support for

Current Total

Operations Enrollments

1981-82
Support for
Current Total .

Operations Enrollments

$514,566,350 115,396 FTE $1,098)986,000 123,666 FTE
(113.5%) (+7.2%)

481,546,141 227,324 FTE 963,453,000 236,850 FTE
(99.8%) (+4.2%)

866,812,842 694,096 ADA 1,425,895,000 740,795 ADA
(64.4%) (+6.7%)

Governor's Bu
Controller'S
Districts, 19
the 1982-83 B

get, 1976-77; Governor's Budget, 1982-83;'
eport for Fiscal Transactions of School
4-75; Legislative Analyst's' Analysis of
dget Bill.
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TABLE 11 State General Funds for Instruction at the Uni-
versity of California and the California State
University and for Salaries of Instructors Per
Education Code at the California Community Col-
7iireig7-75 Maisands of Dollars, 1974-75 to 1981-82

University
of California

Campuses
Percent
Change.Year

General
Expen-
diture

1974-75 $215,2434

1975-76 240,481
-1976-77 263,411
1977-78 289,882
1978-79 3001007
1979-80 359,529
1980-81 420,624
1981-82 449,286

California
State University
Expen- ll'ercent

diture Change

$321,664
358,178
395,990+ 9.5

+10.0
+ 3.4
+19.8
+16.9
+ 6.8

TOTAL
PERCENT INCREASE 108.7%

327

2,363
606,929
04,611

California
Community Colleges

b

Expen- Percent
ditur Change_

$395,003
+11.3% 467,952 t18.4%
+10.6 523,920
+ 9.6 576,168 I- 9.9

+ 3.1 572,847 - 0.5

+16.8 644,592 +12.5

+16.0 732,662 +13.6
+ 4.7 769,295c + 4.9

97.3% 94.7%

a. California State University expenditures are total actual
expenditures provided by Chancellor's Office staff in 'October
1982. To determine General Fund expenditures for instruction,
Materials and Services Fee revenues expended for instruction
were deleted from the totals from 1974-75 to 1977-78.

b. There is no data available for the Community Colleges during
these years which exactly parallel the State funds for instruc-
tion at ,the four-year institutions. The provision of instruc-
tors' salaries was chosen as the best surrogate for increases
in instruction for two reasons: (1) The Education Code mandates
that .the data be c011ected, each year and compared to the Current

Expenses of Education. This insures uniformity and completeness.

of,reporting, (2) Although'instructors salaries are not the
only component of instruction, they represent the largest share
of expenditures in the area and changes in salaries are perhaps

the best availabl proxy for changes in the total expenditures
-

in the area.

c. Data for 1981-82 is not yet available from the Chancellor's
Office. Therefore, ,this estimate was derived by adding 5
percent (the stateWide Cost-of-Living adjustment for the Com-
munity Colleges) to the 1980-81 level of instructors''salaries-

($732,661,962):

Source: Governor's Budget, 1976-77 to 1982-83, California State
University Chancellor's Office staff, October 18, 1982,
Controller's Report for Fiscal' Transactions of School
Districts, 1974-75 to 1980-81, Commtnity College Chancel-
lor's Office staff.
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TABLE 12 Expenditures for Selected Student Services at the
University of California and the California State

University,

Year

1974-75 to 1981-82

University of California California State University

Percent

Expendiiurea Change

Percent

Expenditureb Change

1974-75 $36,445,000 $28,177,000

1975-76 41,83,000 14.9% 32,370,000 - 14.9%

1976-77 43,119,000 2.9 36,871,000 13.9

1977-78 - 47,519,000 10.2 41,550,000 12.7

i978-79 54,646000 15.0 42,696,000 2.8

1979-80 62,333,000 14.1 52,106,000 22.0

1980-81 75,136,000 20.5 61,933,000 18.9

1981-82(est.) 87,516,000c 16.5 65,568,000 5.9

TOTAL PERCENT INCREASE 140.1% 132.7%

a, Includes expenditures for social and Cultural activities, counseling

and, career guidance, supplemental educational services, financial aid

administration, and student health services. These activities (gere

selected because they arethe expenditures most heavily supported by

student fees at the University of California: 'Not included are

student financial aid and Educational Opportunity Programs.

b. Expenditures include all student-fee supported student services and

Institutional Support overhead for.these services. Not included are

student fee revenues expended for Instruction or Academic Support

beween 1974-75 and 1977-78.

c. The Governor's Budget does not provide accurate, current year expendi-

tures fot student services. Therefore, several adjustments were

necessary to make the 1981-82 expendituies more realistic. First,

the "emplOyee benefits," which were shown in the Governor's Budget as

a Jump sum, were prorated among the various program elements for

1981-82 Second, the consistent underprojections,of student service

expenditures in the Governor's Budget were corOcted. The results of

these calculations should provide a more accurate expenditure level

for the final year in the series. These adjustmentS,were all dis-

cussed with University staff before they were undertaken.

Source: Governor's Budget, 1976-77 to 1982-83 and California State

University Chancellor's Office staff, October 18, 1982.
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In the California Community Colleges, student fees are not collected
to pay for student services (except for health services in some
districts). Thus they offer an interesting contrast to the pattern
of expenditures in the four-year segments. Table 13 displays
Community ,College expenditures between 1977-78 and 1980-81 (the

only years Available) for admissions and records, counseling and
guidance, and "other student services"--activities which generally
correspond to .fee-supported services at the University and the
State University. Regretfully, statewide measures of the total
dollar increase for these services are not valid for the Community
Colleges since various districts failed to report each year, thus
skewing the' aggregate numbers and making comparisons over time
questionable. To correct this; Table 13 shows student service
expenditures as a percent Of total expenditures, a technique which
removes some of the bias inherent in comparing the expenditures as

aggregates. This table shows that student serVices have declined,
as a percent of .Operational expenditures (from 8.98 percent in
1977-78 to 8.55 percent in 1980-81):

This technique of determining the proportion Of total expenditures
that is represented by student services is extended to the budgets
Of the University and the State University in Table 14. Over the

years 1977-78 to 1980.81 (the only years for which Community College
data are available), student service expenditures increased as a
proportion of operating expenditures at the University and State
University. When 1981-82, a year of retrenchment', is added and
1974-75 is used as the base year, student services expenditures
increased as,a proportion of the State University's total expendi-
tureS from 5.1 percent to 6.4 percent while this proportion at the
University of California declined slightly.

SUMMARY

In summary, this paper has reviewed current State policy regarding
student fees and their use, the types of student fees California
public colleges and universities charge and how the revenues-from
these fees are used, and the role ofstudentlee revenues in financ-
ing public higher education in California as background to assist

the Commission in formulating recommendations for neW State policy
on the appropriate,use of student fee revenues.
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TABLE 13 ExiSenditures for Stikent Services'at the
California Communitg Colleges, 1977-78, 1979-80,
1980-81 (Excluding' Capital ..Out/ay)

Fiscal Year 1977-78 Expenditure's

Admissions and Records $ ,22,819,667
Counseling and Guidance $ 57,718;851
Other Student Servicesa $ 37,243,449

Total, Student Services $ 97;781,967

Total, Operating Expenditures $1,089;476,955

Student Services as a Percent of Operating
ExpenditUres 8.98%

Fiscal Year 19787'79 Data Not Usable

Fiscal Year 1979-80

Admissions and Records
Counseling and Guidancs
Other Student Services

Total, Student Services

Total, Operating Expenditures

Student Services as a Percent of Operating
Expenditures

Fiscal Year 1980-81

Admissions and Records
Counseling.and Guidancs
Other Student Services

Total, Student Services

Total, Operating Expenditures

Student Services as a Percent of Operating
Expenditures

$ 26,118,741
$ 46,944,179
$ 41,195,245

$ 114,258,165

$1,320,233,494

8.65%

$ 30,699,424

$ 52,709,780
$ 47,396,512

$ 130,775,716

$1,530,358,584

8:55%

a. Other.student services include personnel administration,
financial aid administration, health servicei, housing services,
and student transportation.

Note: The following districts are missing from the data: for 1977-78,
Chaffey, El Camino, Hartnell, Pasadena, 'San-Mateo, Sierra, Siskiyou, and
West Valley; for 1979-80, Chaffey and Yosemite; and for 1980-81, Chaffey
.and Barstow.

Sources: Chancellor's Office, "General Fund Expenditures by Activity,
Fiscal Year, 1977-78"; California Community Colleges, Fiscal
Data Abstract, 1979-80, Addendum from Fis,cal.Services
Administrator, Teji;33er 3, 1981, Exhibit B-2; California
Community Colleges, Fiscal Data Abstract, 1980-81, f) 30.
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TABLE 14 Student Service Expenditures as a Proportion of
Total Expenditures for the Three Public Segments

Fiscal
Year

of Postsecondary Education, 1974-75 to 1981-82

University gf California StAte California
California" University" Community Colleges

1974-75 .0392 .0541 Not'Available

,1977-78 .0349 .0586 .08975

1980-81 .0358 .0610 ,08545

1981-82 .0387 .0639 0 Not Available

a. Total expenditures are defined as "Totals,,Budgeted P'rograms,"

displayed in the Governor's Budget. Student Service expenditures

are defined as "Totals, Student Services," displayed in the

Governor's Budget.

b. Total expenditures are defined-as "Totals, Programs," displayed
in the Governor's Budget. Student Service expenditures are defined
as "Continuing Program Costs,." minus "Reimbursement - Federal awl
Auxiliary Organizations",for 1974-75 and 1977-781 and excludes
"Federal TrUst Fund" for 1980-81 and 1981-82.. These are displayed
in the'Governor's Budget..

c. The components,of this calculation are found in Table 12.

Sources: Various Governor's Budgets and Table 12.



THE SCOPE AND SOURCES OF STUDENT
FINANCIAL AID IN CALIFORNIA

Among its several provisions, Assembly Concurrent Re'solution 81
(1982) charged the California Postsecondary Education Commission to
develop recommendations for "the appropriate distribution of siudent
financial aid among all needy California postsecondary education
students" (Resolution Chapter 23, Statutes of 1982). The Commis-
sion's response to ACR 81, Student Charges, Student Finantia1phid,
and Access to Postsecondary Education,'included two recommendations
which stressed the.essential link between fees and student financial
aid, the need for increased funding for student assistance when
fees are raised, and the importance of equitable treatment of needy
students:

b

RECOMMENDATION 7. The State-should provide f4t ncial
assistance to qualified students whose ability to tiend
postsecondary institutions is jeopardized by increas in

student charges. Such, assistance should be proVided
through programs that assure equitable treatment of
students with similar resources and needs.

RECOMMENDATION 8. Students ^throughodt,California should
be treated similarly by State financial assistance poli=
cies regardless of the institutions which they attend,
and the State 'Should use a common and consistent methodo1-4
ogy to assure equitable tieatment (1982, p. 29).

The Commission also cited a number of factorsthat should be con-
sidered in the assessment of appropriate funding levels for student
financial aid, including: (1) student charges in the public seg-
ments, (2) tuition and.fees in the independent sector, (3) changes
in other student costs; (4) segmental procedures for the distribU-
tion of student Iinancial aid, and (5) federal student financial
aid policies and levels as they affect California,students.(ibid.).

In addition, the Commission expressed grave concern about University
of California: policy which uses revenues from Student charges to
support student financial aid- programs and its iMplications for
equitable student chargeS levels and financial aid availability
among,the segments:

Neither the State University nor the Community COlieges
use student charges for this purpose. Within the Univer-
sity, the practice means that students who can-pay full
fees are paying more .than the cost of services in order
to pay for the education of other students. Yet these
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other students are eligible for aid that the State has
not thus far provided and that is not available in the

other two public segments (p. 34).'

In Supplemental Language to the 1982-83 Budget Aq, the Legislature

subsequently stated its intenthat Jong-term policy should be

"that the State assume responsibility.for funding financial aid

currently provided by. student fee revenues." It directed the
Commission to study and make recommendations on "the level of

additional financial aid required to maintain student access at
various levels of student charges and . . . any additional issues
recommended for further study froth the ACR 81 study," and it directed

the Commission to make recommendations about "the provision of
appropriate levels and kinds of student financial .aid to offset
tuition charges for postbaccalaureate students with demonstrated
financial need," with consideration given.to "alternative payment
structures and financial aid mechanisms, including waivers and
deferrals for public service" (Item 6420-001-001, subitems 1 and

11 3).

This paper provides information on student financial aid in Califor-
nia as a basis for,discussing the policy issues raised by these

Commission concernsand legislative charges. The first section
summarizes the relationship between public assistance programs and

student financial aid. The second defines and describes the major
forms of financial.aid available to California stUdents. The liter
sections summarize the objectives, origins, and current status of

financial aid supplied by (1) institutional funds, (2) federal

support, and (3) California. State support.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ,

The federal and state governments together operate a number of
programs to provide asSistance to low-income citizens in obtaining

at least thinimalJevels of food, shelter, and medical care. Eligi-

bility for these programs, including Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

housing assistance programs, and hediCal,.is generally a function

6 of family or houiehold income: StudentS or prospective students
from families who ..receiVe assistance from these programs are very ,

likely to be eligible for state and federal'student-financial aid
should they desire to attend tollege. In.addition, thereare other .
ysublic assistance programs, such as unemployment or food, stamps,
for whith students ateineligible as a virtue-of their status as
students.
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The following discussion describes the treatment of student/financial
aia and college enrollment in the assessment of eligibility for key
public assistance programs, and the treatment of public assistance
"income" in determining financial aid eligibility.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (.4.1)C)

Until recently, the AFDC program counted\college-going members of
families (up to age 22 for dependent Children) in determining_
eligibility for assistance. Under those \provisions, California
exempted'postsecondary education loans and grants which are based
on need or used to cover fee, book, transpOrtation, and child care
expenses related to postsecondary educationattendance from consid-
eration as family income in determining fam ly eligibility for AFDC
assistance. In addition, California exemp ed from:Consideration
income earned by a postsecondary education s udent/family member if
he or she was enrolled full time or enrolled part time and not
employed full time.

Recent changes to federal law related to the AFDC program have
removed family members ,attending school other than "secondary
school or (the) equivalent level of vocational Or technical training"
from consideration in the assessment of eligibility for AFDC assis.,.
tance. In California, over half (51.4 percent)\of the 18-20 year-
old dependent children from families receiving\,AFDC benefits were
enrolled in college in 1977. Another 11.5 percent were,involved in
vocational training of all kinds- All of the former group and at
least part of the latter are nolonger eligible for AFDC benefits,

° VP

Medi-Cal

The Medi-Cal program is funded by the federal government with
. matching funds from the states and administered by the states. It

kovides subsidized health care for low-income families. Although
coverage of AFDC participants is required, tile states are allowed

the discretion to serve other citizens identified ns medically
needy. As with AFDC, California exempts most forms Of federal and
state need-based 'student financial aid, including loans, grants,
and work-study gioney from consideration as income it determining
eligibility for Medi-Cal assistance.

Public Housing Assistance

Public housing assistance programs are funded by HUD.and administered
by local public housing authorities which own and operate public
housing units, subsidize rents in privately owned units, and provide



interest sasidies so that rents to low-income tenants may be
lowered. Eligibility is based on iftcome, with rents ranging from a
minimum of 5 percent of income to a maximum of 30 percent of income.

Unlike the AFDC and Medi-Cal programa, IIUD housing subsidies exempt
only that part of student financial aid received by family members
that covers direct educational costs-,tuition, fees, books. Aid

intended.to cover subsistence or transportation costs is counted as
income for purposes of determining family eligibility for federal
housing subsidies.

Student Firanciiil Aid ,

Financial need for students is a function of student and family
resources and the ost of postsecondary,education attendance. In

the case of lo come recipients of public assistance benefits,
family resources-are usually assessed as being too low to allow for
any discretionary income available for postsecondary education

expenditures. Thus, these family resources from public assistance,
programs are generally not reduced to fund college attendance.

(Benefits may be reduced if postsecondary education attendance
makes a family member ineligible.) At the same time, all student
earnings .and any finantial aid are considered available to fund
college attendance costs. To the degree that public assistance

-Programs count these resources as family income, they are double
counted, and the result is either a reduction of family public
assistance benefits, or a shortfall in resources available to cover
postse.condary education costs.

DEFINING AND DETERMINING STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

"Student financial aid" generally refers to any form of assistance
to students 'in meeting those educational costs* not covered by
their own financial resources or, where appropriate, by the resources

of their families. For the.purposes orthis paper, it refers to
formal programs that assist postsecondary students in meeting these
costs. Thus, although family.and student savings as well as earnings
from unsubsidized jobs play major roles in the funding of students'
costs of education, this paper, is liMited to those institutional
and governmental efforts targeted Specifically to offsetting all or

*Educational,costs are all costs related to attending a postsecond-
ary edUcation institution, iikluding tuition and requiied fees,

. ,food and housing, books and supplies, transportation, and personal
expenses.. These are also referred to as the cost of attendance.
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part of students' costs. Many of these programs assist students by
enabling t em to obtain low interest loans or employment to cover
their educa onal costs. This kind of "self-help" financial aid is
paid back by students through loan:repayments or work and represents
a substantia amount of the financial aid available to students in
California.

Financial aid takes three main forms:

1. Grant: either a direct monetary payment or an exemption from
obligation for certain costs, such as a scholarship or fellow-
ship, with no repayment required.

2. Loan: either a temporary payment tck defray all or part of
educational costs or a temporary exemption from obligation for
all or part of educational costs, with repayment required.

3. Work-study: part-time employment, with salary at least partially
subsidized by someone other than the employer.

Within each pf these general forms of financial aid there are many
variations, of course, depending on whether a particular program is
need ased, its target population, its objectives, and other factors.

Non-Need-B d Need-Based Financial Aid

"Non-need-based" financial assistance is distributed to students
without regard to their financial resources. Two common examples

are academic scholarships and athletic grants-in-aid that are used
to recognize excellence regardless of financial need.

"Need-based" financial assistance is intended to provide students
°with sufficient funds to meet all or some portion of the difference
between their available resources and the costs of their,education.
For this purpose, mechanisms for assessing financial "need" have
been developed. Financial need is usually defined as the difference
between the costs of education (or the student budget) at a particu-
lar institution and the resources available to a student to fund
his or her education. Generally, the first component of a "needs
analysis"--the student budget--is established by each institution
and takes into account tuition and fees, books and supplies, board
and room, transportation, and miscellaneous expenditures for a
typical student at that institution, with different student budgets
developed for students who commute from home or live on or off
campus and for those who are married, or have dependents:

The other component of the needs analysis calculation--the assess-
ment of the financial resources available to students to fund their



educationsinvolves comparing the student's and his or her family's
income, savings, and other assets to their tax- and other obligations'
and lividg expenses in order to atrive at an estimate of discretion-
ary income. A certain portion of discretionary incpme is assumed
to be available to pay for postsecondary ed4cation expenses.
Factors such as family size and age, number offamily members'in
college, and special financial circumstances are considered'in this
resource analysis, but in cases where a student has established
financial independence from his or her family, only the student's
financial resources (and those of a spouse, if applicable) are
considered in the needs analysis calculation.*

Two major resource analysis methods exist--one for the federal Pell
Grant program, the other, the Uniform Methodology, for most state
and institutionally awarded aid. In both cases, the approach to
resource analysis is similar, but their treatment of family factors

as well as of income, assets, and expenses differs and results in

different assessments of expected family and student contributions.'
In either case, a student's and family's expected contributions are
calculated independently of school costs. As a res , financial

need varies both with the student budget at different institutions
and with the student's presumed ability to pay.

A variety of need-based and non-need-based student financial aid
programs are funded by postsecondary education institutions, federal

and state governments, and myri'ad charitable, fraternal, professional,
and community organizations. In California, the major programs are
the institutionally funded, federal, and State programs described
in the remainder of this paper.

6

*A dependent student is one whose parents' or guardians' financial
resources are considered in the assessment of funds to be made
available to meet the costs of attendance at a postsecondary edu-
cational institution. In order to establish financial independence
for federal programs, a student must meet the following standards
(1) not live with his or her parents or guardian for more than six
weeks in 'the year preceding the year for which aid is being re-
quested, (2) not be claimed on his or her parents' or guardians:
tax returns in the year preceding the year for which aid is being
requested, and (3) not receive more than $750 worth of support
from his or her parents or guardians in the year preceding the
year for which aid is being requested. In order to be considered
independent for need-based student grants that are funded by the'
State of California or a public postsecondary education in Califor-
nia, a student must meet these criteria for three years preceding
the year for which aid is requested.
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INSTITUTIOnLLY FUNDED FINANCIAL AID

Postsecondary education institutions in California have histarically
provided financial assistance to their students. Originally the
focus was on exceptionally talented students who otherwise would
not be able,to attend a particular school. Nom many institutions
have supplemented their early commitments with internally funded

,programs to aid those students who may not be receiving federal or,
state funds but for whom educational costs would be a barrier to
postsecondary education attendance.

The University of California

Students at the nine campuses of the Univefsitiof California have
access to a mariety of institutionally funded student financial aid
in addition to the federal- and State-funded programs which Will be
deiCribed later in this paper. The main source of funds for the
University's own student financial aid programs is Educational tee

income. The remainder comes from endowment income, alumni contribu-
tions, campus discretionary funds and income from repayment of
Educational Fee Loans and,University Loans. In 1980-81, 4 total of
38,041 students (23,319 undergraduates and 14,722 graduates) received
over $50 million in University-funded student financial aid ($21.2

million was received by undergraduate and $28.9 was received by
graduates). The following descriptions of the University's intern-
ally funded student financial aid programs are taken largely from
Item 304 of the agenda for the Regents Committee on Education
Policy for March-18, 1982.

The largest single program is the University Student Aid pragram,
which pravides grant, loan, or work study aid to graduate and
undergraduate students solely on the basis of financial need. The
Educational Fee Grant provides grants, based entirely on need, to
undergraduates in their first year of attendance at the University.
After the first year of attendance, undergraduate and graduate
financial aid recipients whose fees are not covered by other speci-
fied awards are required to take an Educational Fee Deferment Loan
as a component Of their total financial aid award.

The. University also offers a variety of scholarships and fellowships
which are awarded on the basis of academic merit. In the undergrad-
uate area, Regents Scholarships are,awarded on the basis of academic
excellence. A Regents scholar who demonstrates financial need
receives an annual stipend which covers the difference between his
or her resources and the cost of education at the University. In

addition, all Regents Scholars receive a one-time-only honorarium
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of $100 without regard to financial need. University Scholarships
are also awarded to undergraduate students on the basis of merit,

with the amount of the award based on financial need.

The University provides financial aid for graduate students through
a number of programs in addition to the Educational Fee Grant (or

loan) and the University Student Aid Program. Regents Fellowships
are awarded solely on the basis of academic merit and include

stipends for living expenses in addition to covering fees and
non-resident tuition. Similar awards_are provided through the
Graduate Opportunity Fellowship Program, which is intended to
assist in increasing the enrollment of students with demonstrated
scholastic achievement from the population which has been tradition-
ally underrepresented in the University's academic graduate depart-
ments. The In-Candidacy Fee Offset Grant covers the eduCational
fee foi graduate students who have been advanced to candidacy and
are within the normal time for completion of their degrees and is

awarded without regard to financial need. University funded non-
resident tuition waivers, which are included in the University
grant category, are provided to graduate students, and are in
addition to those provided by the State. Finally, many undergradu-
ates and graduate students receive financial support from campus
employment.

In the University, policies with respect to consideration of academic
performance and financial need differ for undergraduate and graduate

students. Almost all undergraduate financial aid is awarded entirely

on the basis of financial need. Scholarships are awarded on the
basis of academic achievement and promise, but the size of the
grant is generally based on financial need. Graduate students
receive a higher proportion of merit-based awards than do undergrad-
uates, and the amount of these awards is usually not a function of
financial need.

The California State University

Unlike the University of California, the California State University
does not have significant resources of its own which it uses for
student financial aid. Until 1982-83, it could offer virtually no
student financial aid other than what was available from the State
and federal programs to.be described below. The one exception was
State funding for its Educational Opportunity Program, which incor-
porates student grants along4Jith outreach and student support
services, including counseling and tutoring, for low-income, disad-
vantaged, and ethnic minority students. In 1981-82, the Legislature
appropriated $14.8 million for this progidM, of which $7.2 million
was used to fund 10,388 grant awards.
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For 1982-83, the State has appropriated $3.4 million in financial
aid for State University students to partially offset.the $100 fee
increase adopted this year.' These funds are to be distributed
among the 19 campuses of the system according to their estimated
number of students with finanCial need, as indicated by their number
of reported federal Pell Grant'recipients. Funds will be'distributed
by the campuses among California residents attending at least half
time who meet certain minimum financial need criteria.'

California Community Colleges

Like State University students, Community College students depend
for the most part on the federal- and State-funded programs described
below for their financial aid. The system as a whole generates no
financial aid itself. Individual districts and campuses have small
sources of aid provided by local business, professional, or fraternal
organizations, most of which is not need based. In addition, they
receive State funding for their Extended Opportunity Programs and
Services (EOPS), which they use to provide financial aid as well as
outreach, instruction, and transition efforts for low-income,
disadVantaged students. EOPS funding is distributed to Community
Colleges according to a formula which measures the socioeconomic
status of the students in each district, as well as other factors.
Funding for EOPS during 1981-82 provided average grants of $310 for
apprOximately 36,000 students, a total of $11.2 million in direct
finanCial aid and $13.3 million for support services administration
and special projects.

Independent Colleges and Universities

The availability and use of institutional financial aid in-independ-
ent colleges and universities differs as much among these institu-
tions as it does compared to the three public segments of California
higher education. Some independent institutions have enough endow-
ment funding for financial aid to enable them to admit students
without regard to financial need and to guarantee them sufficient
funding throughout their attendance. Other institutions are instead
vitally dependent on federal and State student aid programs to
provide most of the financial aid for their students. (In Califor-

nia, it is unconstitutional for the State to appropriate mbneY
directly to independent institutions for any purpose, including
financial aid; and State financial aid for their students comes
through the Cal Grant A and B programs of the California Student
Aid Commission.) The State's major independent universities have
the same kind of endowment, research, and fellowship resources for
their students as the Univerlity of California, while smaller
institutions may have limited endowments, small oi no %raduate
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programs, or adequate numbers of faculty available to
small classes and seminars and thus may not need to
advanced students as teaching. assistants. The amount
institutional financial aid hence varies greatly among
institutions, and no estimate of its total is available.

FEDERALLY FUNDED FINANCIAL AID

teach even
use their
and use of
independent

The federal government first became involved in providing student
financial aid in the 1940s with the adoption of the G.I. Bill. Its

benefits provided stipends to cover educational costs, books, and
supplies as well as subsistence to any qualified veteran who attended

college.

The launch of Sputnik was the catalyst for the second pajor federal
effort in student financial aid. The National Defense Education
Act of 1958 authorized research fellowships for graduate students
in order to encourage the development of knowledge necessary to
compete successfully with the Russians in a numberkof fields. The

National Defense Education Act also established the National Defense
Student Loan (NDSL) program, which provided capital to postsecondary
educatioliq institutions to enable them to make low-interest loans to
students, with a focus on those intending to become teachers and
provisions for forgiveness of the loans for those borrowers who
taught for a specified number of years.*

Over the next decade, as the recognition grew of the contribution
of educational opportunities to the creation of social opportunities
to those in American society who had previously had neither, the
federal government established a number of outreach programs.to
inform low-income, disadvantaged, and minority students about
postsecondary education opportunities and to encourage their atten-
dance. When it became apparent that information and encouragement
alone were not sufficient to overcome the financial barriers to

*Currently, the NDSL program (since renamed the National Direct
Student Loan program) provides funding to campuses for making
low=interest loans to needy undergraduate and graduate students in
any field. Undergraduates may borrow up to $3,000 during the
first two years of undergraduate study or a cumulativg total of
$6,000 toward funding their bachelor's degree, with total borrowing
for both undergraduate and graduate study limited to $12,000. The

NDSL program is funded through a combination of federal capital
contributions allocated to institutions according to the-general
formula for all federal campus-based programs, a 10-percent mabch
from.institutional funds, and loan collection revenues from former
borrowers,
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postsecondary education faced by many 'of these'students, the federal
government established and funded its first need-based financial
aid programs: Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants,'College
Work Study, and Federally Insured Guaranteed Student Loans.

Earty Need-Based Programs

In addition to the NDSL program, the federal government currently
funds two other financial aid programs which are administered
within federal guidelines by postsecondary education institutions,
with institutional allocations determined according to a formula
which takes into account total enrollment, enrollment of financial
aid recipients, other student financial aid resources, and previous
allocations under the programs.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEO : This campus-
based program provides grants of up to $2,000 per academic year to
undergraduate students with financial need as determined by the
institution within federal guidelines.

College Work Study (CWS): This campus-based program provides funds
for making part-time employment available to undergraduate and
graduate students who work for them under the program. The federal
government provides a 'maximum of 80 percent of the funding, which
is matched by a minimum of 20 percent from the public agency or
private non-profit organization which employs the student. Students

who are hired under this program must have demonstrated financial
need. Their earnings represent the award in this program.

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL): This program uses federal
funds to subsidize low interest rates on loans made to students by
commercial lenders, make interest payments on those loans to lenders
while borrowers are in school, and guarantee the loans against
default. Currently, students from families with adjusted gross
incomes above $30,000 must demonstrate financial need in order to
be eligible for this program, and their loans are limited to their
financial need, with a minimum loan of $1,000. Undergraduate
students may borrow up to $2,500 per year. Independent under-
graduates may borrow up to $3,000 annually, while the maximum
annual loan for graduate students is $5,000. Aggregate lending
limits are $12,500 for undergraduate studies and $25,000 for gradu-
ate studies.*

*Recently, the federal government also authorized a companion loan
program fof parents--Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS)--

which guarantees against default loans made by commercial lenders
to parents or independent students at rates slightly below commer-
cial rates. Repayment on these lOans begins within 60 days of
borrowing.
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Basic EduCational Opportunity. Grants (Pell Grants)

In 1972,Gttbe.....Jederal °government made a major commitment to student.
financial aid with the establishment of the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program (now called the "Pell. Grant"
program). The objective of this program was to reduce financial .

barriers to postsecondary education attendance for low-income
students by assuring that any student who met federal standards of
financial need would be guaranteed grant assistance, up to a statu-
tory maximum, with other financial aid built on this_base. This

prdgram aims at giving even the lowest income students an opportunity
to choose from aMong all of the postsecondary educational options
for which they are qualified and to which they are admitted.

Until 1972, the federal,government had limited its equal educational
opportunity involvement:to enabling individual postsecondary educ-
tion institutions to serve-more low-income, minority, and- disad-
vantaged students. With the establishment of the BEOG/Pell Grant
program, the'federal government identified a direct role for itself
in providing financial aid and recognized the key role of financial
aid grants, as opposed to loans or work in reducing the financial
barriers ,to postsecondary education. Rather than distributing
funds to institutions, this program distributes federal funds only
to those institutions chosen by students who have applied and been
determined eligible, thereby reducing student dependence on the
availability of.institutional funds as the major source of financial
aid, and as a result, giving them a broader range of options in
selecting a college or university.

The establishment and expansion of the BEOG/Pell Grant program
reflected less a change in federal financial aid objectives than a
decision that additional and complementary efforts were needed to
more fully meet on-going objectives of assuring the expansion of
educational opportunities. Currently, Pell Grants are awarded to
undergraduates as an entitlement according to an eligibility index
which is a measure of the resources available from a student and
his or her family to pay postsecondary education costs, and are
limited to half the cost of education up to a maximum award level,
set in statute at $1,800 annually but which has varied in recent
years according to the availability of federal appropriations for
the program.

State Student fncentive Grant Program (SSIG)

The SSIG program was established in 1973 with the intent of encour-
aging the development or expansion of state-funded- student grant
programs. Under this program, the federal government provides
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funding to states, to be matched dollar for dollar with state
monies and used for state-administered need-based student financial
aid. Each state receives federal funds appropriated for this
program in proportion to its share of the total n4ional enrollments
in postsecondary education. In California, these fundi are used to
augment State appropriations for the Cal Grant programs described
below.

Middle Income Student Assistance

In 1978, under pressure to find an alternative to' tuition tax
credits and to respond to increasing'pressure from middle-class
families for a share of the federal financial aid commitment,
Congress adopted and the Presidentsigned the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act (MISAA), which marked a major explicit shift in
federal financial aid objectives by dramatically expanding eligibil-
ity for federal financial'aid to middle-income families. The goal

of this action was not so much to assure that potential students
who otherwise could not attend college would have this opportunity,
as it was to relieve middle-income families of some of the finan-
cial burdens they experience in sending their children to college.
The major changes to then existing programs were to (1) expand
eligibility for Pell Grants to students from families with annual
incomes of up to $25,000, compared to the pre-MISAA level of $14,500,
and (2) allow any student, regardless of family income or financial
need, to borrow under the Guaranteed Student Loan program, with
full eligibility for all interest subsidies as well as the guarantee

against default. Adjustments to the federal government's campus-
based itudent aid programs also occurred, and authorized funding in
these programs increased significantly between 1977-78 and 1978-79.

Almost immediately, Pell Grant levels had to be reduced because
auropriations were insufficient to fund fully all students who had
become eligible to receive these grants. Not long thereafter,
federal costs for interest subsidies in the Guaranteed Student Loan
program skyrocketed--partly because unlimited eligibility increased
the number of borrowers, and partly because rapidly increasing
commercial interest rates raised federal costs on each loan made.

At the same time that the added costs of MISAA became evident, the
national economy took a downturn and the desire for some restraints
on federal spending increased. As a result, the federal government
has attempted to take stepa to reduce its costs for student financial
aid and slow the phenomenal growth it had started only two years
earlier.

In the case of Pell Grants, awards in 1980-81 and 1981-82 were
reduced in size using across-the-board reductions total'ng $130.
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For the 1982-83 academic year, eligibility for Pell Grants haS been
rolled back to pre-MISAA levels by administrative regulations which
(1) increase the amount of discretignary income _expected to be
contributed to postsecondary education costs, (2) reduce theamount
of home equity assets which is exempt from assessment as a resource
for funding postsecondary education costs, and (3) treat G.L .

veterans and Social Security benefits received by students as
financial aid,- so that 100 percent of these benefits_are used to
offset postsecondary education costs. (Previously, veterans and
Social Security benefits had been treated as income and Only part
of the total benefit'considered a contribution to postsecondary
education costs.)

The federal government's approach to reducing its, costs in the
Guaranteed Student Loan program has been twofold: (1) to attempt

to reduce the number of borrowers by-limiting eligibility to students
from families with adjusted gross incomes of under.$30,000 annually
and to students from families with incomes above that level.who
demonstrate financial need, and (2) to impose a 5 percent loan ;

origination fee wh$Ich would be used to offset federal interdst
payments to commercial lenders. Both of these changes were effec-
tive October 1, 1981, in an attempt to reduce-volume and costs for
the 1981-82 school year. In reality, most borrowing. far that
academic year was done before the new provisions took-effect. As a

result, Guaranteed Student Loan volume in California (as well as
nationally) was substantial ($284 million from July 1 through
September 30, 1981, compared to $109 million during the-same period
in 1980). Borrowing so 4ar is significantly lower for the 1982-83
academic year, with the July-September loan volume at $157 million,
slightly over half of that for the same period in 1981. It is

unclear whether this reduction is solely a function of the eligibil-
ity and origination fee changes implemented in the .1981-82 academic
year or because of uncertainty created by pending federal proposals

to double the origination fee, eliminate graduate students ,from
Guaranteed Student Loan eligibility, and to make all loans need
based. When borrowing for the.October 1, 1982 - December 30, 1982
period is completed and considered with the volume for the previous
quarter, a clearer picture of the effects of the program changes
may emerge.

In sum, since 1978, the magnitude of the federal activity in-student
financial aid (as well, as in many related and unrelated social
programs) has been questiOned. Neither of the major objectives of
the federal student financial aid effort have been expliciqv
repudiated, yet the kinds and numbers of students who will.be
eligible for aid in the future are likely to be different tlarlps
true a year or two ago.
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Present Funding and Future Prospects

Funding histories. for all federal financial aid programs for the
.last 20 years--or since the inception of !levier programs--are summar-
ized in Figure 1 and Table 1. They show that as student financial
aid became established as a federal policy, funding increased
steadily through the 1970s bUt sinCe then has declined.

Despite publicity to the contrary, Pell Grant funding for 1982-83
is not substantially different from that in 1981-82. Federal
appropriations for thii program have been increased by about 3.4
percent (from $2.34 billion to $2.42 billion) for he 1982-83
academic year, but despite this increase, individual students are
more likely to lose grants this year than last because lof the
administrative changes in eligibility .criteria described above.

FIGURE 1 Fedecal Student A4d ApPropriations Yor Prograds'
in ConStant Dollars, 1958-59 Through 1981-82
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TABLE 1 Federal Student Aid Appropriations for Major
Programs, in Millions of Dollars, 1958-59 -

1981-82
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53/4 1:22 - 122

64/5 147 36 - 203

53/6 182 99 38 9 - 348

66/7 192 134 112 43 481

5718 193 140
,

140 40 513

i8/9 193 140 123 75 533

69/70 195 132 163 73 -
tk.. 583

70/1 243 148 168 161 730 .

71/2 317 237 220 209 983

12/3 293 270 210 291 122 1,186

73/4 298 270 210 399 475 74 1,726

74/5 329 420 240 594 840 20 2,443

75/6 332 390 240 807 1,326 44 3,139

76/7 322 390 230 357 1,904 60 3,284

77/8 326 435 270 319 2,160 64 3,774

78/9 311 330 340 970 2,627 77 4,875

79/80 220 330 340 1,100 1,7965 77 4,3833

30/16 156 330 370 1,950 2,340 77 3,473

31/26 177 528 353 3,100 2,420 '7 6,657

SOUECES: Congressional Sudget Office and the (U.S.) Sureau of Student Financial Assistance.

:Prior to 1972, the program was called "National Defense Education Act."

=Prior to 1972, the program was called "Educational Opportunity Grants."

3Includes interest subsidies, special
allowances, and default payments only.

!Aid co supplement state aid ?rograms.
3Assumes 5726 million aarry-over funding additionally available for a 1980 total of

34,509,000,000.
lAppropriacions for 1960-91 and :961-C2 are estimated and will be replaced with adtual

data as it becomes available.

Noce: Not included is the Guaranteed Student Loan program.
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In the Guaranteed,Student Loan program, theeffect of the changes
implemented last year will be felt for the first time in the 1982-83
academic year: Probably the most important Change is the require-
ment that students from families with adjusted gross income of over
$30,000 demonstrate financial need in order to be able to borrow
ander the program. Although these provisions would appear to
eliminate many students from the program, careful examination of
the key elements indicates that few students would be entirely
excluded from eligibility. The calculation -of expected family
cpptri15ution'is generous, and depending on ihe student budget at
the chosen postsecondary institution, students from families with
total incomes of up to $75,000 annually may be able to demonstrate
financial:need and thus qualify to borrow under the program.

The situation for federal, financial aid ift 1983-84 is extremely
uncertain. The administration has proposed that funding for the
Pell Grant program be reduced 40 percent Over the,level appropriated
in 1982-83. The Congress has not acted on-this proposal at this
time, and neither the administration nor Congress has indicated
precisely how such cuts would be accommodated within the existing
Pell Grant program objectives.

0 One option w6uld be to maintain eligibility for students currently
eligible (essentially the pre-MISAA eligibility pool) and cut
the size of awards, either across the board, or according to a
ratable reduction-formula. The latter approach would also
reduce eligibility, since under ratable reductions policies-,
awards to students with the fewest financial resources are
reduced the least, while those to students with the greatest
financial respurces are reduced the most, or eliminated entirely.

Another option would be to maintain award size and further '

reduce the eligibility pool by increasing the assessment on
discretionary fami4 income and assets and/or by being less
generous on allowances for family expenditures which are sub-
tracted from gross income and assets before available resources
are calculated.

Another approach to reducing die size, of the eligibility' pool
would be to tighten the standards for establishing financial
independence. Current California standard& require three years
of independence from family support before family resources are
not counted in needs analysis, while federal standards-require
only one year of independence. The available evidence suggests
that a substantial number of California&tudents are independent
for federal grant purposes and dependent for California purposes.

Finally, allowances for subsistence for students could be reduced
to lower their financial need and thus reduce the size of their
awards.
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Congreds could, of course, reduce the magnitude of the cut or
reject'it entirely.

Federal expenditures for the Guaranteed Student Loan,program are
much higher than for all other fedetal student financial aid pro-
grams, and approximately 90 percent of fedetal expenditures in this

program in fiscal year 1982 are for interest subsidies for previous

years' loans: As a result, to reduce federal-costs will require,
statutory limits on student eligihility, interest subsidies, or
administrative cost allowances to.state agencies that guarantee
loans. So far, major proposals have focused on restricting student
eligibility by (1) eliminating graduate students from eligibility
under the program, and (2) requiring that all borrowers demonstrate
financial need in order to take aut guaranteed loans. Consideration
has also been given to a one-time reduction of the federal costs of
each new loan by increasing theiloan origination fee from 5 percent
to 10 percent.

Little serious consideration has been gi'ven to, reducing interest
subsidies, since commercial lenders inditate'that their costs of
participation in the program are barely covered now and that any
reduction in subsidies would result in their participating in the
program at a loss. With respect to administrative cost allowanceS,
most state-guarantee agencies are self-supporting and claim,that
without the cost allowance, they would be unable to continue their
guarantee function without state support, which for most states is

unlikely to be forthcoming.

Although no final decisions have been made regarding changes to the
Guaranteed Student Loan program for 1983-84, the-drop in interest
rates &ring this past summer may reduce projected federal costs
for 1982-83 in the program from $3.9 billion to $3.1 billi%n. What

effect this will have on the program is unclear.

Although it is small compared to the Pell Grant and Guaranteed
Student Loan programs, funding for the campus-based programs has
also become unstable and uncertain. Colleges and universities did

not receive their full allocations for 1982-83 until after the

start of the school year due to uncertainty in the federal appropri7
ations process. The Administration proposes substantial reductions
in 1933-84 funding for these programs, but it is uncertain whethex
Congress will adopt them. Vice campus financial aid offices
distribute the funds, changes in policies to- accommodate funding
_cuts will vary from institution to institution.

All in all, meteoric growth followed by an unstable present and an
uncertain future may be the best capsule description of federal
student financial aid programs.
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STATE-FUNDED FINANCIAL AID

California's student aid programs predate the major federal'efforts
described above and were developed to meet'a different set of
needs. Rather than the broad social objectives of the federal
programs of the 1960s and 1970s, California established its first
student aid program (then the State Seholarship program, now called
Cal Grant A) in 1956 to meet a more limited objective: that of
assuring that independent colleges were available to a limited
number of highly talented students as an alternative to public
institutions.

Cal Grant A Program

In the late 1950s, the State recognized that demand for postsecond-
ary education over the next two decades was likely to exceed the
State's capacity to create new spaces in its own system. The 1960
Master Plan acknowledged that independent colleges could accommodate
some of the projected demand and suggested that it would be cost
effective to provide students with grants to attend independent
colleges if the alternative was to create more'spaces in the public
sector. Over time, the explicit and implicit objectives of this
program have evolved from ierving the needs of the State and students
for sufficient spaces in postsecondary institutions to assisting
independent institutions to attract students and maintain enroll-
ments,to enabling accademically qualified students with finantial
need to choose to attend the institution which best meets their
needs.

The largest of the fouraajor programs administered by the California
Student Aid Commission--the Cal Grant A program--today provides
grants for tuition and fees only. Awards are limited to financial
need, tuition, and fees, or $3,300, whichever is less. Eligibility
for new awards is limited to students with financial need from
families with incomes up'to $42,000, while renewals are awarded to '

students with financial need regardles's of family income. The

number of new awards is limited to 14,900, and students are eligible
to renew these awards for up to four years of undergraduate study
.as long as they remain in good academic standing and continue to
demonstrate financial need. Studenis in five-year undergraduate
programs may receive a Cal Grant for the full five years of under- 0

graduate study. Applicants'for new Cal Grant A awards who demon-
strate financial need are ranked according to grade point average,
and awards are made to the students with the highest grade point
average first, until all awards are distributed. Because California
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Community Colleges charge no general mandatory fees, students

enrolled in that segment are not eligible to participate in the Cal
Grant A program.

Cal Grant B Program

In the late 1960s,...California's policy makers recognized that not

even the combination of extremely low-priced public institutions
and student affirmative action and outreach efforts was sufficient
to assuxe that low-income disadvantaged or minority students would
attend postsecondary education. This acknowledgement that even
free or low cost education has costs for students led to the estab-
lishment in 1969 of the College Opportunity Grant program (now Cal
Grant 8). The objective of this program was to assure that the
exceptional financial barriers to postsecondary education confronting
those students were kept as low as possible by (1) providing assis
tance for subsistence as well as tuition and fees,-(2) encouraging
use of the Community College system as the lowest cost entry point

to postsecondary education, and (3) recognizing "disadvantagedness"
in the selection process for the program.

In 1982-83, the Cal Grant B program will provide 6,825 new grants
to undergraduate students for subsistence (up to $1,075) and for
tuition and fees (up to $3,200) up to a total maximum of $4,225.
New Cal Grant B awards are restricted to subsistence,grants only;
half of all first-time Cal Grant B award recipients are required to
be Community College students; and first-time awards are limited to
students who have accumulated less than 16 college credits. Students

are eligible to receive the tuition and fee portion of the grant

after their first year in the program. Eligibility for new awards

is limited to students with, financial need whose families' incomes
are below $21,500,* while eligibility to reneig awards requires
continued demonstration of financial need without regard to family
income. Applicants for new awards who meet family income and
financial need requirements are ranked according to their scores on
a questionnaire which measures disadvantagedness according to a
number of socioeconomic factors and includes consideration of
academic performance. The 6,825 new awards are made to the applicants
with the highest scores on this questionnaire, until all new awards
are distributed.

*This is the family income limit for a household of eleven or'' more;
the limits vary with family size with, a limit of $12,500 for a
household of twO. .
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Cal Grant, C Prograna

In establishing the Occupational Education and Training Grant

program (Cal Grant C) in 1972, the State sought to provide financial

assistance to students pursuing technical and vocational training
goals and to allow the use of State financial aid grants in private
vocational schools. In addition, this program seeks to encourage
expansion of the number of trained people in manpower-short profes-
sions.

Cal Grant C awards are available to students in two-year vocational
and technical training programs who demonstrate financial need, and
whose families' incomes are below $42,000. This program provides

up to $1,960 for tuition and fees and up to $475 for special training

materials required for the student's training.

Applicants who meet these criteria are ranked according to 'their

regponses and to the responses of teachers and employers to a
questionnaire regarding vocational and technical interests and
aptitudes. The 1,337 available new awards are distributed to the
applicants with the highest scores on the questionnaire. Award

renewal is contingent upon continued demonstration of financial
.need.

Graduate Fellowship Program

California has also made an explicit commitment to need-based
graduate student financial assistance through its Graduate Fellow-

ship Program. This program combines the objectives of the State's
undergraduate programs in that it is ihtended to expand the repre-
sentation of low-income, minority, and disadvantaged students in
the professions and in academic postbaccalaureate fields by recog-
nizing "disadvantagedness" as well as academic achievement in the
selection process.

Currently the Graduate Fellowship Program provides grants which
cover the lower of students' financial need or tuition and fees up

to $5,225 for graduate study. The number of new awards has ranged
between 350 and 450 annually, and recipients are eligible to renew
these awards for up to four years of graduate study as long as they
demonstrate financial need and remain in good academic standing.
Eligibility for new awards is limited to students with financial
need whose families' incomes are below $42,000. Applicants who

meet these criteria are ranked according to a score which considers

academic performance and socioeconomic status. Renewal is contingent

upon good academic standing and continued demonstration of financial

need:
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present Funding and Futura Prospects

State student financial aid funding in California has not been
subject to the drastic swings in policy and funding of federal
programs. Instead, it has suffered gradual erosion in the size of
State grants relative to fee levels in some segmentg and overall
educational costs in all segments. Table 2 provides a history of
funding levels in the State's programs over recent years, while
Figure 2 illustrates the growth in State student aid funding from
1956-57 thrugh 1981-82. Although educational costs, includipg

FIGURE 2 State Student Aid Funding for Major Programs
in Constant Dollars, 1956-57 Through 1981-82
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TABLE 2 State Student Aid Funding for Major Programs, in
Thousands of Dollars, 1956=57 - 1981-82
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56/7 $ 232 - $ 232

37/8 519 - 519

58/9 817 817

39/60 1,091 - ..; 1,091

60/1 , 1,119 1,119

61/2 1,712 - 1,712

62/3 2,208 2,208

63/4 2.568 2,568

64/3 3,539 3,339

65/6 3,589 ._
1- 2,589

66/7 4,397 - 4,397

67/8 3,053 237 3,290

68/9 7,731 669 - 8,400

69/70 11,325 718 899 1,250 1,701 15,893

70/1 13,587 910 1,602 1,975 2,739 - 200013

71/2 16,771 376 2,283 850 1,965 22,245

72/3 22,011 1,017 4,194 2,261 2,797 3 35 32,340

73/4 27,496 1,043 3,643 3,199 3,379 5 327 41,492

74/5 34,976 1,080 7,330 3,061 3,455 11 1,084 30,997

76/6 42,188 1,939 9,434 4,263 4,466 14 1,259 682 64,265

76/7 47,939 2,107 14,281 6,069 3,738 12 2,403 1,119 15 79,683

77/8 33,069 2,320 18.113 6,782 6,390 18 2,849 1,243 345 91,431

78/9 33,144 2,540 21,372 6,339 7,412 .9 2,759 1,393 353 46,141

79/80 38,190 2,823 24,401 6,524 9,297 17 3,501 2,260 1,113 108,126
*

80/1 59,959 2,814 25,211 6,947 10,616 15 3,012 2,312 1,138 112,024 4

81/2 39,4083 2,7883 26,2283 7,214 11,205 17 3,1093 3,018
4

112,987

cnURCE: Scat* of California, Governor's Budget, 1956-57 to current; CSUC Chanceflor's
Office; CCC Chancellor's Office.

Itncludes program administrative costs as well as grant funds. For Cal Grants A, 3, and C,
dM011n 1. includes federal (SSIG) share. 78./4 SSW 312.4 million.

-2Grant funds to students only, no administrative costs.
30oes not include cwo percent reduction in Budget Act appropriations necessary to balance

the state budget deficit
4Funding for 1981-82 represents the consolidation of funding for the State Department of

Education's Bilingual Teacher Corps Program and the Student Aid Commission'a 3ilingual

Teacher Grant Program into a Single Bilingual Teacher Grant program administered by the

Student Aid Commission.
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tuition or fees, have increased in all segments since 1980-81, the
budget of the Student Aid Commission 'has been reduced twice in
succeeding years. In 1981-82, its budget, along with the State
operation budget, was reduced by 2 percent in order to help reduce
the States current year budget deficit. In the 1982-83 Budget
Act, its State General Fund appropriations were reduced 3 percent.
These funding reductions, accoMpanied by a legislative directive

P

that a small augmentation to the Governor's udget proposal be used
to artially offset fee increases at the Uni sit of California
and pie California ,State University, resulted in reduction of
maximum grants awarded to independent college students between
1981-82 and 1982,83 and in Commission grants not providing the full
amount of buition and fees to eligible University and State Univer-
sity students for the second year in a row, contrary to previous
poliCy throughout the Cal Grant A program's history.

Although the Legislature has stated in Supplemental Budget Language
its commitment to provide 'financial aid when fees are increased,
appropriations for 1982-83 were only sufficient to partially_fulfill
this commitment with respect to Cal Grant recipients.

Because California's student aid programs,- unlike federal programs,
are not forward funded, funding plans for 1983-84 have not been
proposed as yet. The Student Aid Commission will .adopt its 1983-84
budget in November, and the Governor's Budget, presented to the
Legislature in January, will include its proposal for student aid
funding for the 1983-84 academic year. Given the State's precari-
ously balanced budget for 1982-83, and the uncertain prospects for
either'a substantial economic recovery or increased taxes, it is
difficult to predict what the fate of State support for student
financial aid will be in 1983-84. The signals from 1982 are mixed:
Although the Student Aid Commission's 1981-82 budget was reduced to
help offset the State's budget deficit, none of this cut resulted
in reductions in the size or number of student grants. The Commis-
sion absorbed'part of the reduction in administrative functions and
accommodated the rest because in the aggregate recipients enrolled
in institutions with lower tuition and fees than anticipated during
the development of the budget. The, 1982-83 Budget Act reduced the
Student Aid Commission's budget below the level funded in 1981-82,
and resulted in the maximum authorized grant level being reduced
below its 1981-82 levels.

In the face of a potential 5 percent budget cut proposed by the
Governor for 1982-83, the Student Aid Commission adopted a policy
to reduce _the size of its awards to accommodate any budget reduc-
tions.- The only other options for the Student Aid Commission are
those which would reduce eligibility for grants sufficiently to
decrease the number of grants awarded, either by increasing the
grade point average, increasing the minimdm need, or lowering the
income ceiling.



SUMKARY

Table 3 on the following six pages identifies the objectives of the
various federal and State Student financial aid programsadiscussed
on previous pages along with their different administrative, funding,

and eligibility characteristics for achieving those ends. Not
apparent from the table are the differences in how these programs
are expected to interact. The federal government's programs are
designed as building blocks, with funding from each.available to
eligible students. On the other hand, California's programs operate
on independent and parallel tracks, in that students may establish
eligibility in all programs but can receive a grant only under dne
of them. Moreover, California considers its programs as swplements
and complements to federal programs, rather than as substitutes for
them.

These facts, coupled with the current instability of federal policy
regarding financial aid and the prgcarious nature of California's
State budget, contribute to the urgency of reviewing and improving
the distribution of financial aid to California's needy students.



TABLE 3 Characteristics of Federal and State Student Financial Aid Programs

411 (BEOG)
WCocylklTudyGrants SEOG*,

OBJEC- Reduce Reduce Reduce fi-
TIVES finan- finan- nancial

cial bar- cial barriers to

FEDERAL

National Direct
Student Loans

Reduce financial
barriers to ac-
cess. '

- Guaranteed
Student Lcians

Reduce.finan-
cial barriers
to access.H

riers to bar- actess.

access. riers
to ac-
cess.

9
- State Student
Incentive Grants

Reduce financial
barriers to ac-
cess.

ELIGI- Finan-
BILITY cial

CAI-. need
TERIA as de-

termined
by Pell
Grant
Method-,
ology.

Under-
gradu-
ates

Increase in-
stitutional
student aid
commitment
by requir-
ing 20%
match.

Increase insti- Reduce finan-
tutional student cial harriers'
aid commitment . to khoice.

by requiring
10% match.

Finan- Financial Financial need

cial need as de- as determined

need termined by Uniform
as de- by Uniform Methodology.

ter- Methodology.
mined
by Uni-
form
Method-
ology.'

Under- Undergrad-
gradu- uates
ates

Graduates

At ieastS At At least
half time. least half time.

half
time.

Undergraduates

Financial
need for
students
from families
with adjusted
gross incomes
over $30,000.

Undergrad-
uates

Graduates Graduates

At least half At least
time. half time.

-70-
80

Increase institu-
tionalitudent aid
commitment by re-
quiring at least
50% match:

(z,,

(See Cal Grant .

Programs).

(See Cal Grant
Programs). -

11

Undergraduates

(See Cal Grant
Programs).



Cal Grant A

Reduce finan-
cial barriers
to access.

Reduce finan-
cial barriers
to choice.

Recognize aca-
demic perfor-
mance.

Financial
need as de-
termined by
Uniform
Methodology.

Cal Grant B

Reduce finan-
cial barriers
to access.

Reduce finan-
cial.barriers
to choice.

Consider spe-
.cial needs of
disadvantaged
students

Encourage use
of Community
Colleges as
lowest priced
segment.

Financial
need as de-
termined by
Uniform
Methodolgy.

SALIFORNIA

Cal Grant C

Reduce finan-
cial barriers
to access.

Reduce finan-
cial barriers
to choice.

Consider unique
characterittics
of vocational/
technical stu-
dents,

Graduate Fellowships

Reduce financial bar-
riers to access.

Reduce financial
barriers to choice.

Recognize academic
performance,:

Encouraie en: Consider sPecial
rollment of : needs qf disad-

.students in vantaged studehts.
manpower-short ,

technical fields

_Financial need
as detetmined
by Uniform
Methodology.

Financial need
as determined by
Uniform Methodology.

Undergraduates Undergraduates Undergraduates Graduates

At least At least half At least half least

half time. time. time. time.

No more than Limited to two-

12 PSE,credits
accumulated tAT
to enter pro-
gram.

year vocational/
technical programs.
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Pell (BEOG) College
Grants SEOG* Work Study

RATION- Nation-
ING wide pro-
DE- gram al-
VIDES loca-

tions.

Campus Campus al-
.alloca- locations.
tions.

Campus
appli-
cation
'dead-

line
varies.

Campus ap-
plication
deadline
varies.

FUND- Federal Feder- Federal

ING appropri- al ap- appropri-
SOURCE ation. pro-

pria-
tion.

ation plus
20% insti-
tutional
-match.

0 M.

fgDERAL

National.Direct Guaranteed State Studebt

Student Loans Student Loans Incentive Grants

Campds alloca-
vions.

,Institutional
match revenues
from repaid
loans.

Campus applica-
tion deadline
varies.

Federal appro- Federal
priation plus (off-budget)
10% institb,-

tional match.
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82,

(See Cal Grant
Programs).

q

(See Cal Grant
Programs).

Federal appro-
priation plUs
50% institutional
match.-



Cal Grant A

Income ceil-
ing for new
recipients
($42,000)

-

Limited # of
new awards
(14,900)

CALIFORNIA

4

Cal Grant B Cal Grant C ,Graduate Fellowships
, . - -

Income ceiling - Iftdome ceiling-,, Income ceiling
for new recip- fbr new recip-, for new recip-

ients ($21,500) ients ($42,000) ients ($42,000)

Demonitrate Demonstrate
disadvantaged- vocational/

'ness. technical
- aptitude.P,

Limited # of Limited # of
new awards new awards
(6,825) (1,377)

Demonstrate dis-
advantagedness.

# of new awards
'limited by statute
to 2% of the # of -

General Fund General fund
appropriations._ %appropriations.

General fund
appropriations.

B.A. degrees awarded:
Funding has never sup-
pdrted that many
awards.

General fund appro-
priations.

Application Application Appri.cation Application dead-

deadline - deadline - deadline - 'line - February for fall

February for February for February for school year;?.start.

fall school fall school .fall school

year start. year start. :year start:

Minimum need: Minimum need: Minimum,need: Minimum need:

varies by set- varies by seg- varies by seg- varies by seg-

ment. - ment". ment. ment.

State appro- State.appropri- 'State appropri- State,appropri-

priation plus atio plus ation.plus ation.

SSIG. SSIG.-

Ntt ' -73-
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TABLE, 3 ( cont4nOzed)

Pell (BEOG) College
Grants SEOG* Work Study4

AdMIN- ?ederal
ISTRA-
TIVE
CON-
TROL

PRO- $17800
,GRAM maximum
STRUC- award.
TURE

4

o'

$135
minimum
award:

Campus Campus

$2,000
maximum
award.

Othgr Stu- Pell,
dent aid Cal
not count- Grant,
ed in need pri-
analysis: vate

aid
count-
ed in
need
anal-
ysis.

All ele-
ments of
standard
student
budget up
to half of
budget or
$1,800,
whichever
is less.

Pell, Cal
Grant,*pri-
vate aid
counted in
need anal- ,

ysis.

All All ele-
ele- ments of
ments student
of stu- budget as
dent defined by
budget institution
as de-
fined by
institu-
tion.

4

FEDERAL

National Direct Guaranteed State Student
Student Loans Student Loans Incentive Grants

Campus State/Campus/ State
Lender

-

$1,500 maximum $2,500-$3,000 (See Cal Grant

loan, maximum loan Programs).
depending on
student level
dependency
status.

$1,000 mini- (See Cal Grant
mum loan. Programs).

Pell, Cal Grant, None consid- (See Cal Grant

private aid ered for un- Programs).
counted in need der $30,000
analysis. Pell, Cal

All elements of
student budget
as defined by
institutioft.
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Grant, campus-
based, pri-
vate aid count-
ed in need anal-
ysis for those
over $30,000.

All elements (See Cal Grant
of student Programs).
budget as de-
fined by insti-
tution.



Cal Grant A

State

$3,330 maxi-
mum award.

Minimum award
varies by Seg-
ment.

Pell for those
eligible count-
ed in calcu-
lating unmet
need.

Consider
private,
other awards
reported.

Tuition and
fees up to
need, total
tuition and
fees or $3,300
whichever is
less.

CALIFORNIA

Cal Grant B

State

$4,225 maxi-
mum award.

Minimum award
varies by seg-
ment.

Pell for those
eligible count-
ed in calcu-
lating-unmet
need.

Cal Grant C . Graduate Fellowships

State

$2,375 maxi-
mum award.

4

State

$5,225 maximum
award. .

Minimum award Minimum award
varies by seg- varies by segment.
ment.

Pell for those Consider private, other
eligible count- awards repot-baud on appli-

ed in calcula- cation.
ting unmet need.

Consider pri- Consider private,
vate, other ° sother awards re-

awards re- ported.
ported.

Tuition and
fees up to
total, or
$3,200, which-
ever is less,
plus subsis-
tence up to
$1,025; total
not to exceed
need,

Tuition and
fees up to
tbtal, or
$2,000 which-
ever is less,
plus equipment
and supplies up
to $500; total
award not to ex-
ceed need.
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Tuition and fees
up to total or $5,225
whichever is less;
total award not to
exceed need.
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DIFFERENTIATION OF POSTBACCALAUREATE CHARGES

Since the passage of Proposition 13 in June 1978, presAures have
mounted to charge new or higher fees in public higher education in
California. Legislative concern about appropriate mechanisms for
setting and adjusting student fees prompted passage of Assembly
Concurrent Resolntion 81, charging the Postsecondary Education Com-
mission to study("the impact of student charges on access to public
postsecondary education" and recommend State policy to the Governor
and Legislature by May 1982. The Commission adopted its response to
this charge, Student Charges, Student Financial Aid, and Access to
Postsecondary Education, in April with ten major recommendations.
Subsequent legislative action and intent language on student charges
led to fee increases mhich fell within the Commission's guidelines,
agreement on the basic approach to setting and adjusting fees for
undergraduates, and coupling the higher charges with the provision of
additional financial aid. The question of the appropriate method for
setting fees for graduate and professional graduate students was 'left
open with the promise that the Commission would study the matter
further.

The Legislature's interest in the possible differentiation of fees
between undergraduate and graduate programs and the possible impo-
sition of tuition in professional graduate programs can be traced to
proposals, by the Legisrative Analyst for the past three years that
graduate students n general and certain professional students in
particular be charged.tuition at both the University and the State
University. Although not adopted by the fiscal committees of both
-houses during thisoyear's budget hearings, a proposal to establiSh
tuition for medical, dental, and law students was adopted by the
Budget Conference Committee. The Committee subsequently reversed its
action and'direCted the Regents of the University of California to
submit to the Legislature by March 1983 a "plan for implementing
professional school tuition beginning in September 1983." It also
directed the Commission to develop recommendations fegarding postbac-
calaureate tuition and related issues.

Specifitally, the Legislature. through -Item 6420-001-001, subitem
directed the Commission:

to develop *recommendations for: (1) the establishment of
tuition charges for postbaccalaureate students, and (2)
the provision of appropriate levels and:acinds of student
financial aid to offset tuition'charges for postbaccalau-
reaters-tudents with demonstrated finanCial need. Consid-
.eration should be given to:(1) relative costs of different

4`graduate.:. programs, (2) remuneration for graduates of
different postbaccalaureate program, and (3) alternative
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payment structures and financial aid mechanisms, including
waivers and deferrals for public service. The CPEC shall
conduct this study,using the advisory structure currently
in place for consideration of issues related to student
charges, student financial aid, and access to postsecon-
dary education. The study and recommendations shall be
submitted to the Legislature not 1ater than 12/1/82.

This paper provides the basis for the Commission's response, to this

specific legislative charge. The first section examiaes the funda-
mental issues raised by the project. The second eyaluates the dif-
ferent arguments that have been offered for a graduate or profes-0
sional fee differential and the alternative methods that might be
used'for setting postbaccalaureate tuition and required fees. The

third analyzes the ways in which various types of graduate and profes-
sional students currently finance their educations and the sources of
aid now available to attract and retain such students. And the
fourth examines the relationship between fee levels and enrollment,
levels in various graduate and professional programs; the relationship
between fees, financial aid, and the composition of the student body;
and whether alternative payment structures and financial aidiaecha-
nisms, including waivers and deferrals for public service, might
prove effective in influencing the future career patterns and choites

of specialties among graduate and professional students.

MAJOR QUESTIONS AND ISSUES

The fundamental issue raised by the legillative charge is the same
one posed by the original ACR 81 study--what is the most appropriate

method for setting and adjusting, student charges for students attending .

California public higher education institutions? The question is
posed in its broadest form because tuition and fee policy for graduate
and professional students ihould be formulated in the context of,
overall fee policies for all students. This is not to suggest that
professional school students be treated the same as-all other students
or that their fees should be the samp as those for all other students

or even all other graduate students. it does suggest, however, that
the fundamental questions for this report are (1> hoW should charges
for graduate and professional students be set in relation to changes
for other students, and (2) if there are to be differential changes,
how should the tensions and tradeoffs among budgetary needs, access,
excellence, equity, and fairness be" resolved. furthermoie, _the
,overall tuition and fee policy for postbaccalaureate students should
be formulated with a clear understanding of State goals and priori-
ties for all students and for public higher education in California. )"

3
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While public and private costs are measurable, public and private
benefits are difficult to quantify. As a result, those who formulate
fee policy-normally relie upon other approaches. The following major
groups of questions, therefore, constitute the basic issues to be
discussed in this report;

1. What are the costs and benefits of developing cost-of-instruction
information for use in setting fee levels of postbaccalaureate
students? What considerations should be taken into account in
assessing the value of such cost information in setting student
fees'? What are the advantages and disadvantages of such a method
Inr setting student charges?

2. 'What is the_ relationship between postbaccalaureate major or
professional field and futUre earnings? What considerations
should be takn into account in assessing the possible use of
such information in setting student charges? What relationship,
if any, should the supply and demand for certain graduate and
proIessional fields have to the process by which student charges
are determined?

v;

3. How do-graduate and professional students"finance their educa-
tions? What kinds of barriers exist which adversely affect the
entry of qualified low-income and minority students into graduate
and professional programs? What special characteristics of grad-
uate students should be taken into account in developing alter-
native payment mechanisms and student aid structures? Are effec-
tive mechanisms and.structures for enhancing access and achieving
State goals different for postgraduate students and undergraduates?

ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST HAVING A STUDENT CHARGE
DIFFERENTIAL FOR GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS

Generally the arguments over instituting a graduate and/or professional
differential in student charges have been based on one or more of.the
following considerations: (1) greater costs to provide graduate and
professional edOation; (2) comparisons with the practices_of other
states and institutions; and (3) the presumed greater ISrivate rates
of return, .greater private benefits, or greater lifetime earnings
enjoyed by certain graduate and professional students.-

1. The Greater Costs of Graduate and Professional Education

Though there are great difficulties involved in computing the direct
and indirect costa Of graduate and professional education, it is

u
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evident that tlie cost of providing some graduate and professional
education programs is greater than the costs of providing undergradu-

ate instruction. Medicine and dentistry, fox example, are extremely

high cost programs; law, on the other hand, is one of the least

expensive programs to provide. Those who stress the greater cost of

providing graduate and professional education often assert that
graduate students should be expected to pay higher fees than under-

graduates even if the percentage or share of the costs of instruction

paid by both types of students is identical.

On the other hand, those who oppose differential charges for postbac-

calaureate students asSert that the State receives significant benefits

from its investment in graduate education. They argue that graduate

programs. provide trained teachers, engineers, doctors, dentists,

computer scientists, agricultural experts, and other experts who
advance California's economic, technical, social, and cultural develop-

ment.

2. Graduate Differentials in Other States
and at Other Institutions

A.comparison of tuition and required fee levels in California and in

other states reveals clearly that graduate and professional students

in California enjoy lower fees than most of their counterparts else-

where. While this observation has been used by some toosaggest the
appropriateness of higher charges Lor California's graduate and

prbfessional students, the same conclusion could be reached abput the

coliparatively low student charges paid by California undergraçluates,
particularly at the State University and the Community Col eges.
Those who use the comparative method with respect to graduate and'

rofassional charges neeli to examine the undergraduate/graduate

0 differentials in other states and in California, not just the differ-
ences between graduate student charges in California and elsewhere.

3. Greater Private Rate of Return,-Private Benefits,
and Greater Lifetime Earnings or Toverage Incomes

This particular argument takes a number of forms: First it is soMe-

times assumed that the balance between public and private benefits is

different for graduate and profcessional students on the one hand and

undergraduates on the other. According to this view, most of the
public or social benefits derived from higher education are secured
in ,the course of a student's undergraduate education. In other

words, graduate education presumably adds little further_ to the
greater individual and social stability, increased participation ia

public affairs, involvement with charitable activities, or cultural

contributions attributed to undergraduate'educati n. On the other

hand, graduate and professional education prepares people for entry
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into teaching, business management, legal, dental, and medical careers
and thus can be counted,as a public benefit because of the economic
divers.ity and growth such trained manpower makes possible, as well as
a private benefit because bf the greater individual income and the

different career options it makes possible.

Those who advance the.greater private benefit argument tend to em-,
phasize the increased salaries earned by people with advanced degrees
and suggest that the share of the costs paid by graduate and profes-
sional students for their additional education should bigreater than
the share of the costs paid by undergraduates.

.Another variation of the greater private benOits argument concedes
that the returns from an ingestment in graduate education may not
always be higher to the i'ddividual in strictly financial terms. In.

this instance the emphasis is placed on the Access to high status,
prestigious occupations that graduate and 'professional education
provides and on the intangible psychic income and benefits provided. ,

' tt

Still another variation of,the argument Often cited by proponents of
graduate or professionil fee diffe'reft4kals (particularly the latter)
is the greater incomes and lifetime-earnings that certain professions
enjoy. The greater earnings argument:Is-somewhat different from the
greater private benefit or greater rate of return on investment argu-,
ments because income and earnings .comparisons are possible between
fields or professions even when it is impossible or inappropriate to
compute respective rates of return on the investments in each._,

Proponents of graduate and/or professional student tuition or fee
differentials often cite one or more vof these arguments to support
their case. Yet does a field have to promise a high rate of return
on investment, be high cost, high paying, and subject to high charges

in other states to qualify for inclusion in a proposal to charge
tuition or higher fees, or would a lesser number of these criteria be
sufficient grounds for charging more? If more than one criterion is
met, which one would serve as the basis for actually determining the
amount of tuitiod or fees? The resolution of this issue requires an
examination of the question.of what graduate and professional students
should,.be charged within the context of specific methods for setting
and adjusting student charges in general.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR SETTING ANI:5 ADJUSTING
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT CHARGES

Among the different methods that might be used to set and adjust
Student charges are the following four: (1) base charges on the cost
of instruction; (2) base charges on comparisons with similar institu-
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tions in other states; (3) base charges on the rate of return on
investment or the greater average earnings; or (4) set graduate and

professional stUdent charges as a percentage of undergraduate charges

in each segment. the sections which follow examine each 'method for
setting studemt.charges and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages

of each approach.

1. Base Charges on the Cost of Instruction in
Particular Fields or at Particular Studept Levels

The cost7of-insetPUction method of setting tuition or required fees is

used currently by 17 states including Arizona, Colorado, Florida,

Kansas, MaineMassachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin for all undergradu-

ates and ia some,instances for graduate students. New.Hampshire uses

this method for setting tuition for nonresident students; Michigan

and Minnesota use variations of it for setting both resident and
nonresident student charges; and at least five other states are
considering adopting it (Maryland State Board for Higher Education,

1982, pp. 2-15).

In general, this method requires a precise specification of all the

components of an, institution's- budget. At the very least, it in-
volves distinguishing between instruction-related costs and other

costs, such as research and public services. Instruction-related
cos-ts generally include both the direct cost of instruction and a pro
rata share of the costs for libraries, maintenance of plant, and

other institutional services. Cotputing these costs.requires uniform

accounting procedures at all of a state's public institutions and

some agreed upon proceduxes for assigning costs. This consensus is
difficult to achieve, however, even in a state with only a'few public

institutions of higher educa'tion, and the costs of securing the

needed data increase dramatically with the level of detail and the

aophistication of the coh accounting system. Even small technical

adjustments in cost accounting procedures can have substantial'finan-

*cial implications, particularly for large systems. (For a thprough

analysis of the methods and costs involved in implementing cost-of-,
instruction systems, see the Commission's 1980. report, Determining

the Cost of Instruction in California Public Higket Education.)

As currently practiced, the cosi'-of-instruction method is really a

variety of methods. The share of instructiodal costs that students
pay almost arWays differs between resident and nonresident students.
Commonly it also differs by type of institution, such as univessity
versus community college, and often for Students at different levels,

such as undergraduate yersus graduate students. When Florida first
institnted its cost-of-instruction system, it computed generar instruc-

tional costs for five different student levels: (1) lower 4vision

undergraduate, (2) upper division undergraduate, (3) graduate level
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prior to thesis or dissertation, (4) thesis or dissertation state,
and (5) professional. For resident students in its four-year
institutions, Florida proposed to set tuition charges at 30 percent
of the cost of instruction at each student level the first year, but
the Cost and complexity of maintaining and updating this multi-level
system was so great that it was never fully implementecLor updated.
Mast other states use fewer student levels in their computations--
some only make the Computation for all undergraduates or all stu-
dents--and set tuition or fees in their fohr-year institutions at
20-30 percent of cost, at least for undergraduates.

A cost-of-instruction policy theoretically could assess each student's
charges by calculating the actual costs of his or her education
depending on,particular courses and majors; but thit would be bqth
expensive and impractical. As a result, separate tuition charges for
each student by student major have rarely been considered seriously.
Moreover, ,a cost-of-instruction approach based on the student's major
or field of study has other deficiencies.- First, no clear-cut rela-
tionship exists between costs of instruction in a discipline and the
future earnings of its graduates. As a result, the adoption of a
cost-of-instruction method based on each student's major would dis-
criminate_against students who chose careers which offer low financial
rewards, such as teaching, the ministry, nursing, or social work.
Such a system would tend to discourage students from enrolling In
high-cost fields of instruction unless they were likely to,be guar-
anteed large monetary gains for doing so. As such, this particular
approach to cost-of-instruction fee levels, if implemented at either
the undergraduate or graduate level would 'divorce the determination
of student charges from decisions about society's needs and state
goals and objectiVes for public higher education.

,

On a practical note, detailed level-by-level and major-by-major
determinations of costs are both difficult and expensive to make. It

is complicated enough to.determine which direct and indirect costs to
include in computations of costs for undergraduates as a whole or for
all students.without presuming that fair and equitable direct and
indirect cost assignments could be made in great detail for a full
array of majors or for various graduate and professional programs.
Michigan, for example, computes costs and differentiates charges for
lower division, iu

er division, graduate, and,certain professional
students separatell On the other hand, several other states includ-
ing New York had similar undergraduate differentials but discontinued
them because of difficulties in administering such a highly-differ-
entiated system of charges. Still other states when faced with the
difficulties inherent in ttrying to estimate instructional costs
accurately, equitably, .and economically, have switched to using
average appropriations per full-time-equivalent (FTE) undergraduate
instead of making computations of average instructional costs per
FTE. Unlike California, however, the other states using an appropri-

L ations base calculate average appropriations per FTE separately for
each of their public segments.
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One of the cost-of-instruction method's main virtues is that it
relates student charges to one of the major benefits students receive

from higher education--instruction. Generally, this method is based

on the premise that the cost of providing postsecondary education
phould be shared in an equitable manner by all students through

tuition and by the State through direct institutional subsidies and

financial aid. Since tuition is normally defined as a charge levied
on students to help defray a portion of instructional costs, the

adoption of a cost-of-instruction method for setting charges would
probably require an explicit recognition of tuition as at least one

of the major components of student fees.

Focusing on the general implications of establishing an undergradu-
ate/graduate and professional differential, the cost-of-instruction
and appropriations-per;FTE approaches have much to recommend them.

Yet they are not without their limitations. If graduate or profes-

sional students were charged the same share of instructional costs as
undergraduates, graduate and professional students would face consider-
ably higher tuition charges than undergraduates because the costs of

their instruction are generally higher. As a iecent report by the
Southern Regional Education Board observes, "Studies of cost differences

between undergraduate and graduate education range widely by disci-

pline and according to the completeness of cost factors taken into

consideration, but fair consensus exists that even the less ex-tensive

programs of doctoral educatitn are generally at least three times as

costly as undergraduate education." (1980, pp. 15-16.) Tuition and

fee levels, op the other hand, never range that widely for the simple

reason that alarging graduate and most professional studenis \the same

percentage of their actual costs as undergraduates paid would prevent

some graduate and professional students from continuing their educa-

tions or alter the composition of the 'graduate and professional

student population by eliminating some'low-income and minority stu-
dents who could not afford to pay. -Indeed, most states that use the

cost-of-instruction method or the percentage of appropriations-per-FTE
method try to insure adequate supplies of highly trained and highly

educated workers in key fields by either charging graduate students a

smaller percentage of the costs of their educations or by basing

graduate and professional differentials on a percentage of undergradu-

ate charges.

In summary, the cost-of-instruction method of determining student
charges appears to be fairly objective, but determining the percent-
age of those costs that students should pay is inherently arbitrary.
Nationally, the average proportion of instructional costs supported

by tuition and fees has remained steady at about 23 percent in univer-

sities, 19 percent in other four-year institutions, and 17 percent 'in

two-year institutions (SREB, pp. i). When states-set fees by employ-

ing different percentages of the cost of'instruction in different

segments, as Washington and others do, the effect is tg alter the

basic concept behind the method, often in response to historical*or

traditional segmental fee differentials that bear little relationship

to instructional cost differences. Similarly, the practice of charg-
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ping graduate and professional students a smaller percentage of in
struction al costs than undergraduates'may produce tuition-levels
that have only a vague relation to actual differences in instruc-
tional ,costs, but it doeS generally reflect state priorities and a
recognitioh that tuition levels must.also have some reasonable rela-
tion to students' ability to pay.

A

ZP

2. Base Charges'on Comparisons with Similar
Institutions Elsewhere

This approach is generally a better indication of the broad context
in which graduate and professional fee differentials can'be discussed
profitablrilan it is an actual method for setting tuition and fees.
The comparative approach used here for graduate and professional
charges examines the undergraduate/graduate differentials in other
states and in California, not just the differences between graduate
student charges in California and elsewhere.

Comparisons Among States: Nationally, more than half of the states
(including Califorriii) aarge graduate students more than undergradu-
ates at their major state universities and at their state colleges4.
About 20 of the other states have no graduate differential, and fivY
or six charge graduate students less than undergraduates. In the
latter instance, however, the lower graduate charges often stem from
lower average credit loads, not from lower graduate charges per unit.

Of the 13 states with major public university systems, only two have
no graduate differential. In the remaining 11, graduate students are
charged more than undergraduates. In three of these 11, the graduate
differential ranges from 1 to 9 percent more; in four states it
ranges from 10 to 20 percent; in three from 20 to 39 percent; and in
the other state--New York--graduate students are charged at least 40
percent more than undergraduates. ,-

In these same 13 leading states, the pattern is somewhat different at
their state colleges. In two of the 13, graduate students at the
state colleges are charged less than undergraduates, aad in three
others there is no graduate differential. . Of the eight remaining
stateswhich charge their state college graduate students higher
tuition fees, half charge graduate students 15 to 29 percent mare,
three charg from 1 to 14 percent more, and one (New York) charges
over 40 percent re.

National patterns and selected state comparisons provide a useful
starting point. Nevertheless, national averages or even averages for
each state serve little purpose in determining what student charges
should be or how they might be set. Instead, a list of comparison
institutions such as those used in the Commission's annual report on
faculty salaries may provide a more appropriate basis for comparing
student charges and graduate differentials in California institutions

0'



with those,at similar colleges and universities elsewhere. The list

of UniVersity and State University public ,comparison institutions,
used in the Commission's reports has remained unchanged in each
segment since 1973-74. The University's puhlic comparison institu-

tions had to meet several criteria; intluding the requirement that

(1) each institution should.be an,eminent major University offering a
broad spectrum of undergr'aduate, graduate (master'd and Ph.D.), and
professional instruction, and with a faculty responsible for research
as well as 'teaching; and.(2) each institution should .be one with:

whiCh the University ii in significant and'continuing competition in
the recruitment or retention of faculty.. In the case or-the State
UniverSity, its comp'arison institutions, amqng other things, were
expected to be "large idstitutions that offer both undereaduate,and
graduate instruction;" but-the 20 institutions that awarded the
greatest number of doctorateS were excluded since the State University
does not grant doctorates exceptunder special arrangement. (Criteria

for the selection of comparison institutions appear on pp. 125-128 of

the Commission's latest report on faculty and aimir.strative salaries,

1982c.) Although selected for other purposes, these public compari-
son institutions, in each instance 'represent institutions that have

been judged to be most like their California counterparZW-gand,are.

used here to exaMine student charget in general and graduate differen-
tials in partitular.

University of California Comparison Institutions: Table 1 shows that

in,1982783 three of the University's four,public comparison institutions
had resident undergraduate student charges that were higher than the

average at the Univerkty's nine campuses. The other had charges

that weie slightly less. The average student charges for resident
undergraduates at the University were only 5 percent lower than the
median for the four comparison institutions.

At the graduate level,, all the- Universitys comparison institutions
charged reSidents higher tuition and fees than did the University.
In facz-, the average resident graduate charge,at the comparison in7
stitutions was 59 percent above that f'the University and the tedian

was 38 percent above the UniVersity average. Stated differently, the

graduate differential at the University of California is less than
four percent above the undergraduate level, but at.the University's
comparison institutions graduate students are charged from 14 to 50

percent more than undergraduates'at the same institutions.

California State University Comparisod Institutions: Table 2 reveals

a much greater disparity between student charges at the 19 campuses

of the State University and its 18 public comparison institutions
than between the University and its four public comparison institu-
tions. The least expensive of the 18 institutions charges resident
undergraduates 9 percent more than the average State University

-campus; the next least expensive comparison institution-charges twice

4



as much as the most expensive State UniversitY campus; and the other:, ,

16 chahe resident undergraduates anywhere from.tWcr to nerly five'D
times as much.

TABLE 1 Tuition and Fees at tlie University of California
and its Public Compirison Institutions
by Student Level and Residency Status, 1982-1983

Institution

State Universiiy of
New York at Buffalo

University of'Illinois,
Unbana/ChaMpaign

University of
Ann Arbor

1.1nivqrsity of

Madison.

Michigan,

Wisconsin,

University of California,.
Berkeley

Under,- Tuition
graduate and Fees Graduate
Resident Nonresident Resident

$1,229

1,302

2,144

1,122

$1,929,

3,102

6,014

a
3,900

Tuition
and Fees
Nonresi-

dent

4i71-4-9 $2,434

1,484 1,648

2,966 6,310

1,568 4,695 ,

1,174 4,324 1,234 4,384

Average for Comparison
Institutions 1,449 3,736 1,967 4,272

Median for Comparison
Institutions

Average for the Nine
University of California
Campuses

Note:

1,266

1,194

3,561' 1,708 4,172

1,240 4,390,

Based on the asumption that spring 1983 tuition/fees will be,
the same as fall 1982. Undergraduate rates for,the University.
of Illinois lirbani/Champafgn_are an average of lower/uPper
division.

Source: California PostsecondarY Education Commission, October 1982..
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The avbrage resident graduate,student at the State University's com-
parison institutions is charged $1,452 compared to an average of $441

at the State University. Six of these comparison institutions charge
resident graduate students less than resident undergraduates) although

the University of Nevada and perhaps several of the other five charge

graduate students the same amount per unit as undergraduates but

graduate students take fewer units on the average than undergraduates.
Moreover, 12 of the 18 comparison institutions have some kind of
undergraduategraduate differential, and the average for the 18 is
only 10.4 percent.

In sum, the comparison method indicates clearly 'that differences
exist between California and other states with respect to both under-
graduate and graduate charges. While resident undergraduates at the
University and its four public comparison institutions are fairly
similar, with the exception of Michigan, the University's resident
graduate students are charged less than similar students at its
public comparison institutions. At the State University, both resident
undergraduate and resident graduate student charges differ from the
patterns at its 18 public comparison institutions.

Of particular note within the context of this paper is that a slight
majority of the State University's comparison institutions charge
their graduate students more than their undergraduates while the
State University does not. In general,' graduate fees at the 18

comparison institution averaged 10.4 percent higher than undergradu-

ate charges. Nevertheless, while such comparisons can help to determine

what, other states are doing and provide a context for assessing
similarities and differences between California and the rest of the
country, they cannot determine whether California could achieve its

educational objectives by imitating the rest of the nation.

3. Base Charges on the Rate of Return on
Investment or Future Earnings of Graduate and
Professional Students .

If the rationale for a-tuition policy is based in large part on the
future earnings prospects of college graduates, it might also appear
desirable to establish differential charges that recognize differences

in future earnings. To be implemented, this method would first
require an elaborate compilation of the future earnings-fotential of
a wide variety of ,occupations. While such an appr6ach might seem
more equitable in theory than the flat-rate approaches mentioned

earlier, it has its shortcomings:

First and most fundamental, it is imPossible to link specific
majors with specific occupations.

9
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TABLE 2 Tuition and Required Fees at the California State
University and its Public Comparison Institutions,
1982-83

University or College

Under-
graduate
Resident

Tuition
and Fees

Nonresident

Tuition
and Fees

Graduate ' Nonresie:.

Resident dent

Bowling Green State
University $1,614 $3,504 $2,090 $1,980

Illinois State
.

University 1,859 3,718 1,103 2,412

Indiana State
University 1,275 3,030 1,164 2,628

Iowa State University 1,040 2,580 1,200 2,800

'Miami University (Ohio) 2,090 4,090 2,240 4,240

Northern Illinois
University 1,114 2,674 1,138 2,746

Portland State
University 1;356 3,981 2,019 3,267,

Southern Illinois
University 1,210 2,830 1,025 2,374

SUNY at Albany 1,152 1,852 1,725 2,210

SUNY College at
Buffalo 1,153 1,853 1,725 2,210

University of Colorado 1,222 4,731 1,291 4,675

University of
'Hawaii-Manoa 480 1,155 582 1,407

University of
Nevada-Reno 930 2,930 620 2,620

University of Oregon 1,380 4,005 2,043 3,291

University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 1,155 3,933 1,601 4,728

Virginia,Polytechnic
Institute and

.

State University . 1,281 2,526 1,422 1,557

Wayne State University' , 1,910 4,220 1,720 3,640

Western Michigan
University 1,453 3,406 , 1,428 3,366

Average for Comparison
Institutions 1,315 3,168 1,452 3,008

Average for the 19
California State
University Campuses 441 3,591 441 3,591

Source: California Postsecondary Education Commission, October 1942.
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Second, it is impossible to forecast accurately the earnings
potential of the staggering array of occupations that make up
the modern economy.

Third, even if the future earnings of a wide variety of occupa-
tiods could he forecast correctly, this method divorces what a
student is asked to pay from when he or she is able to pay by
assuming that those who will eventually make high average sala-
ries can afford to pay higher charges while they are still
students.

Fourth, basing current charges on students' future earnings
potential ignores the fact that many students do not,decide on 4
major until late in their undergraduate years and that there is
often little relationship between a student's major, his or her
future career, or his or her future earnings: For example,
business majors with a baccalaureate degree in 1942 received an
average starting salary of $17,800 per year while those with an
economics major received an average of $16,600.(College Placement
Council, 1982). However, if a business major and an economics
major both took accounting jobs, they would receive, on average,
nearly identical starting salaries. Humanities majOrs, on the
other hand,, received starting salaries in 1982 that averaged
$3,600 per year less than the average business major, but those
humanities graduates who accepted accounting jobs earned slightly
more than accounting majors in similar positions. Which of
these earnings patterns provides the appropriate basis for

setting fees? ikt the graduate and professional level, as Nell,
students may end up pursuing careers that are quite different
from their graduate fields of study. For example, less than 50
percent of law school graduates actually practice liw.

Fifth and finally, this method typically uses average salaries
for its comparisons and thus ignores important internal varia-
tions in the earnings of people within the same occupation or
profession. Indeed, this approach to 'setting fees is more
rather than less complicated at the graduate and professional
levels than It is at the undergraduate level. It is widely
assumed that graduate instruction, unlike undergraduate educa-
tion, generally provides specialized knowledge and skills which
are more likely to translate into a higher income for the stu-

dent than the knowledge acquired as an undergraduate. Not only
does the presumed income-enhancing value of graduate edupation
vary widely by discipline, but also simple bomparisons of salary

differences can be quite misleading.

The issue here is not only whether the rate of return on an invest-
ment in graduate dr professional education'is higher than for under-

graduate education but also whether the rates of return are suffi-
ciently great that increased student charges in these fields would
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not redice the supply of graduates or alter their iocial composition.
There are several ways to approach these questions, but no one way is

entirely satisfactory.

One approach to the first question would be to take starting salary
data for student* in a range of fields, examine the differential in
salaries attributable to advanced degrees, and then, by using the
typical time to degree, evaluate the length ofdtime it would take
students with particular advanced degrees to amortize the forgone
earnings attributable to their decision to delay entry into the field

after"completing a bachelor's degree.

Table 3 shows that in both high-demand fields like engineering and
computer science and low-demand fields like humanities or social
science where students can enter the job market after securing a
bachelor's degree, ,tbe differential in starting salaries for students
with advanced degrees is not sufficient to produce a higher rate of
return on investment in a graduate education. In fact, not only are

the rates of return on investment much lower in these fields for
graduates than for undergraduates, but they spmetimes produce powerful

disincentives for students considering further study beyond the
baccalaureate level. For examplei bachelor's degree students who
majored in chemical engineering received average initial salary
offers in 1982 of $2,256 per month; those with master's degrees in
the same field received initial offers averaging $2,459; and those

TABLE 3 Starting Salary Differentials for Selected Fields
by Major and Degree Level, July 1982

Field B.A./B.S. Master' s Ph.D.

Chemfcal Engineering

Computer Sciences

Mathematics

Accounting )

Business, General

Humanities

Social Sciences

$2,256/mo.

$1,908

$1,727

$1,543

$1,496

$1,362

$1,375

$2,459/mo.

$2,267

$2,162

$1,8#7

$2,135

$1,512

$1,552,

$3,019/mo.

Oa Oa

$2,544

00.1

OP we

$1,808*

) $1,808*

*Based on CSU faculty salary schedule for beginning assistant professors.
Source: College Placement Council, 1982, p. 2, 3, and 10.
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"with doctoral degrees had offers averaging $3,019. Assuming an

average of two years to complete 4 master's degree and a total of

five years beyond the baccalaureate to complete a doctorate, certain
comparisons can be made. Since the rate of increase in salaries
between 1981 and 1982 was not appreciably different at the various
degree levels, the 1982 starting salary differentials can be used to
compute hypothetical forgone earnings in each instance. In this

example, it would take a chemical engineering student with a master's
degree 22 years after completing the degree for the higher starting
salary to make up for the two years of forgone earnings required to
earn the extra degree, assuming the two followed similar career paths

after securing their jobs. It would take a student earning a doctorate
in this field nearly fifteen years to recover the forgone earnings
resulting from the decision to postpone entry into the job market for

five years. Again, looking at private sector employment for computer
science graduates with bachelor's and master's degrees, it would take
the latter nearly 11 years to amortize the forgone earnings of bis
advanced degree, not counting the direct costs of the education
itself.

Although the forgone earnings approach illustrates that for some.
private sector jobs the salary advantage of an advanced degree is too
slight to make up for the immediate financial rewards of employment
after the baccalaureate degree, there are other considerations as
well:

First, forgone earnings computations assume that two individuals
with different degrees would experience similar career advancement
patterns, when in fact students with master's or other advanced

graduate degrees may have an edge in securing promotions and
might experience more rapid career advancement. For example, a
bachelor's degree in business may permit itt recipient to secure
a sales or accounting position with a company that might eventu-
ally lead to management responsibilities, but an MBA degree is
normally the prerequisite for entry into most business management
positions.

Second, not only are direct comparisons of starting salaries or
forgone earnings misleading when 'students in different degree
programs are preparing for entirely different careers after

graduation but the distinctive attributes and life styles associ-'
ated with particular careers are likely to play a major role in
evaluating the rate of return on investment in graduate educa-
tion. Someone with a master's degree in the humanities might
seek government employment or a high school teaching position,
but a doctoral student in the humanities would be more likely,to
aspire to become a college'professor. In such instances, nod-
financial career considerations would probably be more important
in'deciding to continue with further graduate study than would a
narrow calculati9n of forgone earnings.
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Finally, in many fields an advanced degree is the minimal level
degree for entry into the field or profession. For some of
these, particularly architecture; law, dentistry, pharmacy, and
medicine, both the prestige of the profession ,W its income
potential generally insure a significant rate of return on invest-
ment.

Overall, graduate education does not produce greater private rates of
return on investment in a narrow earnings sense. In those instances
where entry into a career can occur after completion of a baccalaure-
ate degree, the loss of earnings for several years of graduate study
more than offsets any starting salary advantage associated with an
advanced degree. In fields like engineering, mathematics, and compu-
ter science--all currently offering high starting salaries for stu-
dents completing baccalaureate degrees--the low rate of return on
investment in an advanced degree probably serves as a Powerful disin-
centive to enrollment. This is especially true in those instances
where an advanced degree provides entry into lower paying alternative
careers such as math or science teaching at the elementary and second-
ary level or engineering and computer science faculty positions at
colleges and universities. Increasing the direct costs of securing
advanced degrees by imposing a graduate tuition or fee differential
could exacerbate current hiring problems by creating added disincen-
tives.

In professional fields like medicine, dentistry, and law there is
little doubt that the additional education has historically permitted
entry into prestigious occupations and increased the recipients"
lifetime earnings potential. Even hers, however, the argument for
increased charges rests heavily on comparisons of average income of
people in these professions and the appropriate method for linking
fee'levels and average earnings is unclear. Such a focus has three

major deficiencies. First, while all three of these professions have
average incomes that are above average, they do not constitute the
only graduate_or professional fields with higher than average incohles.
Graduates with MBA degrees are only one case in point. Second, there
is considerable variation in the average salary figures among these
three professions. For example, the most recent tigures suggest that
the average salary of physicians exceeds the average salary of den-
tists by more than 40 percent. Would a fee system based on such
comparisons reflect such earnings differentials among higher paying
professions? Third, there is an even greater variation in salaries
among those engaged in each of these professions than there is be-
tween the average salary in these professions and the average salary
in less remunerative professions and occupations. A doctor, for
example, specializing in family practice medicine at a remote rural
location would have a salary that was only a small fraction of what a
neurosurgeon or a plastic surgeon would earn in an affluent suburban
community. Charging both high tuition and fees because of the lat-
ter's impressive earnings and their inflation of the average salary

0
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of the profession as a whole would penalize those who elected less
lucrative specialties 'or less affluent communities in which to-prac-

tice.

Today the extent to which a college education insures higher future
earnings is-being debated. College graduates in a number of occupa-
tions apparently earn less than some unionized workers in industry
and in certain skilled trades though such comparisons all too oiten

focus on hourly earnings and thus ignore the differential impact of
unemployment on annual income levels. Other college graduates earn
more than most nongraduates, but the rate of return on an investment

in graduate education is often quite low in strictly financial terms.
In a number of fields,, higher charges might threaten the supply of

needed personnel when a graduate degree does not confer any real
promise of increased future earnings. Furthermore, if a state wants
to try to recapture some of the added costs of providing college

instruction, particularly higher cost graduate and professional
education, by a method that more accurately and more nearly refleCts

the actual increased earnings 9f many of its graduates, then the
graduated income tax system may be a fairer way to achieve this goal.

Furthermore, the graduated income tax, unlike a system of sharply
graduated tuition or fees, does not penalize those students who
majored in subjects that led to less remunerative, yet socially
desirable careers in what for most others are higher paying occupa-
tions or professions. It is also less likely to divert profes-
sional school students'away from lower paying specialties or residen-

cies, like family practice medicine. Moreover, it relates what
is charged more closely with the ability to pay than do student

charges based on as yet unrealized future earnings.

4. Base Graduate and Professional Student Charges
on a Percentage of Undergraduate Charges

The use of this method for setting graduate or professional student
charges is independent of the method used to calculate and set under-
graduate student charges. In some states, graduate and professional
differentials are set as a percentage of undergraduate charges after
undergraduate charges are set using the cost-of-instruction method.
In other states, an appropriations base or some other technique is

used tc set undergraduate charges and then a graduate differential is

added.

Clearly, when graduate and professional 2iNe4s"L'al-rges are set as a

percentage of undergraduate charges, the state is spared the difficult

and expensive process of computing instructional costs or appropri-
ations per full-time equivalent student for various 'Student levels.

The higher charges for graduate and professional students can reflect
the generally higher costs of instruction at those levels, although the

actual fees paid as a percentage of actual costs might constitute a



smaller percentage of those costs than undergraduates pay. In Oregon,

for example, graduate students are charged 50 percent more than
undergraduates. In Washington, graduate students are charged 20
percent more than undergraduates, while professional students are
charged 100 percent more than-undergraduates. In 1981-82, at the
University of Wisconsinat Madison, resident undergraduate students
were charged $985 per year, graduate students $1,370, law students
$1,370, and medical students $4,602. 'On the other hand, graduate
students in master's degree programs of the California State Univer-
sity are charged the same amount as undergraduates. Graduate students

at the University are charged about $50 or 4 percent a year more than

undergraduates, whether they are working toward a master's degree, a
Ph.D., an M.D., or a J.D.

One disadvantage of using 4 graduate differential which is set as a
percentage of undergraduate charges is that the selection of the

percentage to use is arbitrary. On the other hand, the advantage of
using the percentage-differential method for setting graduate student
charges is that it is not mechanically budget based and tends to more
strongly reflect conscious policy decisions about the goals and
educational priorities of a state. The same is true of using the
method for various professional school differentials.

THE ABILITY TO PAY, METHODS OF PAYMENT, FINANCIAL
AID, AND THE IMPACT OF TUITION AND FEES ON
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL ENROLLMENT

A major issue in any evaluation of alternative methods for setting
student charges is the question of what people can afford to pay and
when can they afford to pay it. This section of the report examines
two general topics that are critical to formulating an answer to
these questions: (1) how do graduate and professional students
currently finance their educations? and (2) what impact would higher

tuition and fees have on the enrollment of graduate and professional
students and on the composition of that enrollment?

How California Graduate and Professional Students
Currently Finance Their Education

Normally the question of what people can afford to pay is determined
in making decisions about financial aid; but in periods of rapidly

rising tuition and fees, fee setting, financial aid, and the ability
to pay are also closely intertwined. The issue of how graduate and
professional students finance their educations is complex, often
misunderstood, and too rarely examined. The sources of information
for the generalizations offered in this section are the 1980 Student
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Expense and Resources Survey (SEARS) conducted by the California
Student Aid Commission and a recent national study by the Educational-
Testing Service (ETS), Talented and Needy Graduate and Professional

Students: A National Survey of People Who Applied for Need-Rased
Financial Aid to Attend Graduate or Professional School in 1980-81
(Flamer, Horch, Dwight, apd Davis, 1982). The ETS study examined the

key aspects of how needy graduate and professional students finance'
their educations; and the SEARS data for California provides an
excellent basis for crosschecking the ETS conclusions with California
data on graduate and professional students who are aid applicants as

well as those who are not.

Self Support: Graduate and professional students are much more
likely to be self-supporting and more dependent upon their own re-
sources than are undergraduates. Nationally, ETS found that 70
percent of the college seniors in their study were dependent upon
parents, but only about one-third of the graduate and professional

students were. While such a shift is quite striking, Flamer,- Horch,
Dwight, and Davis 'observe that it was expected "given historical
funding patterns at the graduate and professional level, the emerging
independence of graduate and professional students, and prior paren-
tal sacrifices to finance undergraduate education" (p. 6.4).

A similar pattern appears to exist in California. .At the University
of California, 76.8 percent of the seniors in the SEARS sample were
Uependent on their parents to help meet their college costs, but only
38.2percent of the graduate and professional students in the sample
were. At the State University, 53.0 percent of the seniors in the
-sample were classified as dependent according to federal dependency
criteria, but only 26.3 percedt of I:hat segment's graduate students

were.

4

Parental Assistance: The ETS study found that not only was the
percentage of graduate and professional students who relied upon
parental support to help meet their educational costs small, but only
a minority of "dependent" graduate and professional students actually

received parental support. In their sample, less than half of the
dependent graduate students received any appreciable help from their
parents to finance postbaccalaureate costs.

Again, in California a somewhat similar pattern prevails at both the
University and State University. Almost exactly half of the Univer-
sity's.graduate and professional students in the SEARS sample who
were classified as dependent received any contributions from their

parents. Among those that did, however, the average contribution was
$1,880 in 1979-80, or about 94 percent of what the average dependent
unclergraduate received from his or her parents. In the State Univer-

sity, only 35 percent of the dependent graduate students received any
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financial assistance from thei-r parents. Furthermore, the average

parental contribution for graduate students receiving one was $1,445

per year, or approximately the.same amount as received by dependent

undergraduates.

Scholarship and Fellowship Grants: The ETS study points out that the

major sources of undergraduate grant assistance come from federal aid

programs but that none of these grant programs include graduate or

professional students. Moreover, some of the major sources of gradu-
ate-student grants in the 1970s, such as Danforth ,Fellows, Woodrow

Wilson, and Ford Foundation programs, have either been sharply reduce&

or discontinued altogether in recent years. As a result, the number

of graduate and professional students receiving grant aid is much
lowerothan among undergraduates, and tile role of grant assistance in

the financial aid packages of graduate and professional students is

small compared to its role in undergraduate financial aid packaging.

According to the ETS report (p. 62):

First year graduate and professional students were consider-
ably less likely to receive forms of grant aid than were
their college senior counterparts (45 percent versus
about 66 percent), were about equally likely to receive

job assistance, and almost twice as likely as college
seniors to rely on loans (83 percent versus 45 percent),

In California, the SEARS data have advantages over the national data

on these points, because they contain both aid applicants and nonat-

plicants. Moreover, California students at all levels have typically

relied more heavily upon grant assistance and less on loans than

their undergraduate and graduate counterparts elsewhere in the coun-

try.

At the University of California, a larger perCentage of dependent

graduate students than dependent undergraduates"received grant aid

(43 percent of the sample versus 35 percent), and graduate or profes-

sional grant recipients typically received much larger grants than

did undergraduate grant recipients (an avdlage of $3,324 versus

$1,609). Among independent graduate and professionaL students a

slightly smaller percentage received grants than did independent

undergraduates (58 percent versus 63 perdent), and the grant amounts

did not differ as widely as they did among dependent students al-

though again the average graduate grant was larger ($3,000 versus

$2,240).
,/

At-the State University, the pattern is.very different largely because

that'segment does not have anything like the large institutional aid

resources of the University financed through student fees. As a

result, the segment is heavily dependent upon both State and federal

sourées of grant funds, and in both instances, these are tIrgeted
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almost exclusively toward needy undergraduates. Only 10 percent of.
the State University's dependent graduate students and 12 percept of
its independent graduate students receive any.grant aid, compared to
26 percent of the dependent and 28 percent of the independent under-
graduates in that segment. ,The average amount of the grants among
those receiving them vari& from $1,830 for dependent graduate stu-
dents down to $1,200 for de ndent undergraduate grant recipients.

Work Aid: The ETS survey f;und little 'aifference in the.percentage
of graduates or undergraduates who depend upon work aid to help finance
their educations. Approxitately 53 percent of the graduate and .
professional students applying for M.d and 55 percent'of the colle'ge
seniors applying for aid received some work aid. The averagelmonnt
of work aid was $2,378 for graduate and.professional student recipi-
ents and $1,470 for seniors.

According to information in the SEARS sample which included.both
aided and nonaided students, the percentage of California students
relying upon work was,somewhat higher thah the national average, but
the inclusion of all types of work in the SEARS sample, instead of
just work aid, may account for the differences.

In the University of California, the pAcentages of undergraduates
and graduate students relying on work to help meet school costs was
quite simil'ar within dependency categories. For example, approxi-
mately 57 percent of the dependent undergraduates and 56 percent of
the dependent graduate students 0reported some work earnings. The
amounts earned differed significantly, however, °because graduate,
teaching and research assistantship positions which are included as
work aid paid considerably better than do most-undergraduate summer
jobs or term-time work-study employment. . The average University
dependent undergraduate who worked reported earning $2,009, whereas,
the average dependent,graduate student reported earnings of $3,850.
The comparable figures 'for independent University students were
$3,020 and $5,070, respectively.

In the State University, the percentage of both undergraduate and
graduate students who reported working as part of their effort to
meet college costs was much higher than at the University and much
higher than the national patterns discuased in the ETS study. 'Among
dependent undergraduates, 71 percent reported working at least for a
portion of the year, and those that did earned an average of $3,220.*
Among independent undergraduates, 78 percent worked at least part
time and the average :working student 'earned $5,860 in 1979-80.
Graduate students were even more: dependent on work and reported
'higher average earnings than undergraduates. Fully 85 percent of the
dependent graduate students and 84 percent of the independent graduate
students worked. Furthermore, the averageearnings of the dependent
graduate students was $6,025 and of the independent graduate students
was $7,600. In part, these differences reflect the predominantly
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master's degree orientation of the State University's graduate pro-

grams "and the predominantly part-time Character of its graduate

student population.

Loans: The final component and often'the largest in most graduate

and professional,students' financial aid package is loans. According

to the ETS study, 83 percent of the first-year graduate and profes-

sional students in their sample reported annual loan aid averaging

$4,596. This, according to their data, is more than double the
percentage of college seniors with loans and nearly triple the average

college senior's loan amount. ETS also found significant variations
in loan patterns between graduate academic and graduate professional

students--a topic that will be discussed more fully later in this
paper.

In California, the SEARS data Show that both undergraduates and

graduate students are much less dependent upon loans than their

counterparts elsewhere in the country. However, the SEARS data are
for 1979-80, and in the past two years the volume of Guaranteed

Student Loans in California has increased nearly fouifold, so the

patterns within the state may have already changed to conform more

closely to national norms.

Nevertheless, 47 percent of the graduate and professional studehts at

the University of California in the SEARS sample reported having

taken out loans in 1979-80, compared to 35 percent of the Univer-

sity's undergraduates. Among-dependent graduate students with.loans
in that year, the average loan was $2,990, and among independent

graduate students, it was $3,140, while among all University under-

graduates with loans it was $1,360.

A larger percentage of the University's graduate students reported

that they had accumulated some debts in the course of securing their

education than_had taken out loans in 1979-80. Indeech 52 percent of

the dependent and 67 percent of the independent graduate students

reported some indebtedness in 1979-80, with the average accumulated

indebtedness being $4,840 for dependent graduate students and $5,120

for independent graduate students. Among undergraduates, on the:

other hand, a smaller percentage perall reported indebte4ness than

reported taking out loans in that par. This suggesti,thht some of

the loans for undergraduates at the University were short-term loans .

that were paid back within the same year they were incurred.

At the State University, bothundergraduate and graduate students

apparently depend much more heavily on work than on loans to pay for

their college costs. Only 22 percent of the dependent and 18 percent.
of the independent graduate students in theSEARS sample reported

taking out loans in 1979-80. This pattern also reinforces_the general

picture of State University graduate students being employed either

c,
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full or part time and pursuing their educations on a part-time basis.
In both cases, the percentage of State University undergraduates with
loans exceeds the graduate figures, although the'average loanis
smaller for undergraduates--$1;260 compared to,$1,910. -

A somewhat larger percentage of State Univer47ity graduate students
'reported accumulating some educational indeb edness than reported
taking out loans in 1979-80. Thirty-seven pgrcent of the dependent
graduate students reported having debts, as did 41 percent of the
independent graduate students. In the former, case the average debt
was $3,220 and in the latter $3,420. Both.the percentage with debts
and the.average debt was lower in the State.Univer§ity than in the
University, though differences in ,the types af graduate programs, the
typical length of study required, and the predominantly full-time
attendance patterns at the University may account for the differ-
ences.

Field of Study.: The ETS study points out that patterns of financing
a graduate or professional education vary depending,upon the student's

type of program. For, example, graduate students in the arts and
sciences received mor# grant assistance 'and relied more on work
assistance than students in other discipAines, particularly profes-
sional students in medicine, dentistry, and law. A by-product of
this, according to the ETS study, is a "minimization of the amount of
loans taken out by graduate arts and sciences students, who are
generally Less able to repay large loans, given their generally lower
future earnings expectations" (p. 6.18). Further, a large part of
the work assistance is teaching and research assistantships whicliare
rare in graduate professional programs, but a major component of both
need and non-need-based aid in other graduate programs. As the ETS

study observes (p. 69):

_In many institutions, graduate arts and sciences students
receive assistantships to teach introductory courses,
thus freeing some faculty time for research. Law schools
and medical schools do not'follow this arrangement . . .

Nevertheless, given the heavy course loads ofjaw and
medical students, it is_noteworthy.that one-quarter of
the medical student aid recipTents and over one-half of,
the law student aid'recipients worked during the academic
year. Even so, in order tO meet expenses, law students
and medical students had to rely heavily on loans.

Indeed, not only did a much larger percentage.,,Ahe law, medicine,
and dental students in.the ETS survey take mit lbans (91 percent at
public institutions) than'did arts and sciences graduate studentS (58
percent), but the average loan was much greater. Indeed, the average
arts and scientes graduate student with a loah.at a public university
borrowed $2,723, whereas.the average law student at a similar insti-
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tution borrowed $3,853; and the average medical or dental student
borrowed $5,916.

Finally, variations in the depenAnce of different types of graduate
and'prafessional students on loans affects cumulative educational
indebtedness patterns as well. In the ETS sample, 84 percent of the
arts and sciences graduate students had some indebtedness upon com-
pleting their postbaccalaureate degrees, and the average debt for
these students was $6,030. Among law school graduates in 1980-81, 97
i)ercent listed educational debts, and the averate indebtedness was
$10,430 for those graduating from public universities. Finally,

fourth year medical students at public medical schools reported the
highest level of cumulative educational indebtedness. Fully 97.5
percent of all such students were indebted, and the average debt was

$21,061. Furthermore, both law and medical students typically had to
rely at least in part upon other than NDSL and GSL loans to finance .

their educations, typically loans without interest subsidies.

Manageable Debt Burdens: In recent years, concern among educators and
policy makers has begun to shift from whether students*would borrow
to whether they may be relying too heavily upon loans to finance

their education. Not only has the phenomenal growth in the Guaran-
t teed Student Loan program in the past several years raised the ques-

tion of how to appropriately control the costs of the program, but it

has also focused attention on the question of what constitutes a
manageable debt burden for different types of students with consider-
ably different future earnings prospects. The problem for graduate

students is twofold: (1) whether they will continue to be eligible
to receive GSL loans at subsidized interest rates, and (2) if they

do, whether they are able to pay off the accumulated debt burden they
incUr in securing their educations.

0

In the ETS study, the issue of manageable debt burdens is described
in the following manner:

Whether an educational'loan is manageable or unmanageable
is a function of a number of factors: the length of time

allowed to repay the loan, the interest,rate on the loan,
whether the loan must be repaid in equal installments or
whether graduated repayments are permitted, the future
earnings prospects of the borrower, and the economic
preferences Of the borrdwer. For purposes of this anal-
ysis, we have defined an unmanageable loan two ways: (1)

mean aggregate borrowing exceeding the amount that could
be repaid, according to procedures developed by Horch
(1978), on a 10 percent interest-bearing loan over a
10-year period, using conventional equal installments,
and (2) aggregate borrowing exceeding the amount that
couldIPe repaid over a 15-year repayment period on a 10

u



percent loan if repayments are related to earnings growth
during:the first 15 years in:the profession. (Flamer,

Horch, and Davis, 1982, pp. ?5-?6).

Using Horch's estimation procedures and their own data, Flamero

Horch, and Davis concluded that the manageable debt limits under a

10-year, 10 percent interest, equal payment plan would be $6,200 for

aits and sciences graduate students, $5,600 for lawyers, $13,800 for
physicians beginning repayment after residency, or $6,600 for physi-
cians if called upon to begin loan repayment in internship, and

$8,200 for doctoral scientists and engineers. If a 15-year graduated,

repayment schedule on 10 percent interest loans Were used instead,

the unmanageable debt threshold would be approximately, $14,600 for
arts and sciences graduate "students, $24,000 for laWyers, $45,000 for

physicians beginning repayment after residency, $23,300 for physi-
cians beginning repayment in internship, and $16,000 for doctoral
sciehtksts and engineers (pp. 7.6-7.7).

Based on the ETS graduate and professional student sample of finan-
cial aid applicants and recipients in 1980-81, 25 to 35 percent of
the arts and science graduate students had what were probably unman-
ageable debt burdens upon graduation. Over.80 percent of the law
students had debt burdens in excess of $7,500 and about 5 percent had

debts in extess of $24,000. Among fourth year.medical students, a
mere 5.7 percent had debts of less than ,$7,500, 65 percent had bor-
rowed mort than $20,000, and 5.0 percent had debts in excess of
$50,000. (p. 7.10)

Such figures are not definitive and are not related specifically to
the accumulated debt burdehs of different types of graduate and
professional students in California. Nevertheless, they suggest at

the very least that the availability of loans for graduate students
can become a serious problem when overused at the same time that they

are an essential ingredient in financing graduate and professional

education.

Unfortunately, similarly detailed information on indebtedness patterns
and variations among arts and sciences graduate students, law stu-
dentse and medical or dental students is-not currently available for
California. Within the University, the general findings of the ETS
study probably apply. Certainly, teaching and research assistant-
ships are much more common among arts and sciences graduate students
than among professional school students. The availability of fellow-
ships and research assistantships is probably also greater among
biological and physical science graduate students than for those in
the humanities or social sciences. Law, dental, and medical students;

on the other hand, are no doubt much more dependeht upon loans than

are other graduate students and generally emerge from graduate school

with greater cumulative educational debts.
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The Potential lin Pact of Increased Graduate Tuition or Fees on
Enrollment Levels and on the Composition of Graduate and
Professional Student$

Since master's degree students at the State University are charged'

the same amount as undergraduates and those in the University are
charged a nominal $20 per quarter more than undergraduates, both
groups would be affected directly hy any increase in undergraduate
charges or by the iMposition of a graduate tuition and/or fee differ-
ential. The enrollment of master's degree students would probably
drop slightly with modest increases in student charges. Although
master's degree students are not as prce responsive as 'undergrad-,
lAtes, if the fee increases did not include a differential for stu-
dents enrolled for less than six units ger term, the decrease in
enrollment would be larger. In the State University, in-prticular,
simulations of fee increases without any part-time differential
suggest a more adverse impact on enrollment because more than one-
third of master's degree students in this segment are enrolled for a
single course per term and more than half take two courses per term.
Moreover, the amount of financial aid currelitly available for master's

4 degree students in both segments is limited, and the failure to
provide additional aid if.fees were increased would probably affect
the ethnic, income, and ability composition of master's degree students
even if the overall number of such students declined only slightly.

The University-has the primary responsibility in,California public
higher education for educating and training doctoral and advanced
professional students. Little is known presently about the likely
response of such students to higher charges, but a study done on the

price responsiveness of doctoral.students at the University of Min-
nesota (Hoenack and Weiler, 1975) suggests that the enrollment impact
of higher fees would be quite small. Given existing fellowships and
research assistantships, and the surplus of qualified applicants to
spaces available in a number of fields, modest increases in student
charges for doctoral students are not expected to decrease enroll-
ments or diminish the quality of students.

The price responsiveness of doctoral students at.the University of
California is probably similar to those in Minnesota. Nevertheless,

46 percent of the University's graduate students currently receive
need-based or ability-based grant aid. In addition to these students,

4 large number of University graduate students also receive Califoinia
'Graduate Fellowships, federal fellowships, research assistantships,
or teaching assistantships. In other words, a much greater percent-
age of the University's graduate students than its undergraduates
receive financial aid in order to help meet the costs of their educa-.1

tions. Those receiving aid are quite price responsive, and although
a drop in their enrollmént would probably be offset, for the most
.part, by others who wished to attend, the composition of the graduate
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student population would inevitably change and departments which are
already experiencing enrollment declines would likely be the most

adversely affected.

The available evidence suggests that moderately higher student charges
for advanced professional students, particularly those in medicine,
dentistry, or law, would produce some but not significant changes in
the number or quality of students who would enroll since many highly
qualified applicants da the large surplus pool of candidates would
not be dissuaded by the increases either because of greater personal

financial resources, a greater willingness to borrow, or the high

salaries that many graduates can command. Nevertheless, while the

overall number and quality of students.would probably not change,
their ethnic or income composition would probably be altered slightly,
even if additional aid were available. As noted earlier, students in
these three professional fields cannot count on as much parental
support as undergraduates and cannot count on teaching and research

assistantships, part-time employment, or significant grant aid like
most other graduate students.

Finally, figures from the SEARS survey for all University graduate
and professional students suggest that both the percentage willing to
borrow to help finance their educations and the amounts they are .
willing to borrow in any one year exceed the percentage of graduate
students currently borrowing and the average amount currently bor-

rowed. For example, 78 percent of the University's dependent graduate

students in 1079-80Andicated a willingness to borrow an average of

$3,780 per year to help pay for their educations, compared to the 47

percent then borrowing and the average.foan amotiatof $2,990. Similar

patterns prevailed among the University' s4ndepeadeht graduate students

as well. One way to interpret such responses is thaethe willingness
and capacitY of the University's graduate students to assume a large

responsibility for financing their educations exists. Another inter-

pretation would be that such figures simply conform to national
patterns which indicate that the willingness of graduate and profes-

sional students to borrow exceeds both their current level of bor-

rowing and their ability to reasonably manage existing cumulative

iadebtedness. If' this were the case, raising graduate tuition and
fees without increasing the availability of some further grant assis-

tance for the neediest students would only increase the indebtedness

of graduate and professional students and the likelihood of increases'

in the default rate because of over borrowiag.

The high cumulative indebtedness of law, dentistry, aad medical

students is raising concern nationally. One aspect of the situation

that has not yet been adequately investigated is the link between

levels of cumulative indebtedness and professional students' choices

of specialties and sites for practice. _Logic would suggest.that high

levels of indebtedness among medical students in particular would

prompt larger numbers of these students to select more lucrative
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specialtiek and seek to practice in affluent areas so that they can
meet their debt obligations upon graduation. Among dentists, the
high levels of indebtedness would appear to affect choices as to
where to practice. When coupled with the traditionally high start-up
costs (approximately $50,000) to begin practice, more and more dental

graduates may emerge with unmanageable debt burdens. The evidence is
not yet available for California or the rest of the nation to confirm

or quiet these concerns, but the possible link between debt levels,

choice of specialties., and decisions about where to practice should
be watched closely, especiallY if sharp increases in tuition or fees
were to occur.
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The California Postsecondary Education Commission
was created by the Legislature and the Governor in
1974 as the successor to the California Cocirdi-
nating Council for Higher Education in order to
coordinate and plan for edtwation in California
beyond high school. As a state agency, the Com-
mission is responsible ofor assuring that the
State's resources for postsecondary education are
utilized effectively and efficiently; for promot-
ing diversity, innovation, and responsiveness to
the needs of students and society; and for
advising the Legislature and the Governor on
statewide educational policy and funding.

The Commission consists of 15 members. Nine rep-
resent the general public, with three each
appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly, the
Senate Rules Committee, and the Governor. The
other six represent the major educational systems
of the State.

The Commission holds regular public meetings
throughout the year at which it takes action on
staff studies and adopts positions on legislative
proposals affecting postsecondary education. Fur-
ther information about the Commission, its

meetings, its staff, and its other publications
may be obtained from the Commission offices at
1020 Twelfth Street, Sacramento, California 98514;
telephone (916) 445-7933.
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Item 6420-001-001California Postsecondary Education Commission

- 1. California Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC). The Legislature
directs the CPEC to conduct a study of the impact of student charges on
public postsecondary education including recommdndations for state policy

. on issues regarding: (a) the activities that shall be funded with revenues
from student charges, (b) the impact that student charges at one segment
have on other segments, (c) the appropriate level of student charges for
each segment, (d) the level of additional financial aid required,to main-
tain student access at various levels of student charges, and (e) any
additional issues recommended for further study from the ACR 81 study con-
ducted pursuant to Resolution Chapter 23, Statutes of 1982;

The CPEC stiall conduct this study with the advice and participation of a-
'student from each public postsecondary segment appointed by the

appropriate student organization; a representative from the administra-

tion of each public postsecondary education segments appointed by the

chief executive'of each of the segments, aofaculty representative from

each of the public postsicondary segments, appointed by the faculty

governing body of each of the segments, and a representative each from the

Legislative Analyst, Department of Finance, and the California Student Aid

Commission. The study shall be submitted to the Legislature not later

than 12/1/82.

3. The Legislature directs the CPEC to develop recommendations for:

(1) the establishment of tuition charges for postbacgalaureate students

and (2) the provision of appropriate levels and kinds of student finan-

cial aid to offset tuition charges for postbaccalaureate students with

demonstrated financial need. Consideration should be given to: (1) re-

lative costs of different graduate programs, (2) remuneration for gra-

duates of different postbaccalaureate programs, and (3) alternative

payment structures and financial aid mechanisms, including waivers and

deferrals for public service. The CPEC shall conductathis study using
the advisory structure'currently in place for consideration of issues

related to student charges, student financial aid, and access to post',

secondary education. Thd study and recommendations shall be submitted

to the Legislature not later than 12/1/82..


